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OTHER CONCERNS RAISED AT PUBLIC 
MEETINGS 

 

• The proposed sub-division is consistent with 
current land use in the Backhouse Road area. 

 

• Both properties are serviced by municipal 
water at the lot line and the septic system has 
been approved by the Ministry of Health. 
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OTHER CONCERNS RAISED AT PUBLIC 
MEETINGS 

 

• Approval of this sub-division will NOT set a 
precedent, according to SCRD staff. 
 

• Each lot will have only one house resulting in 
no increase in density. 
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SUMMARY OF APPROVAL PROCESS 

SCRD Area Planning Committee – June 2011 
 

SCRD Board – First Reading – July 2011 
 

Public Information Meeting – August 2011 
 

Facilitated Public Information Meeting – Nov. 
12th 2011 
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SUMMARY OF APPROVAL PROCESS 

Facilitated Public Information Meeting – Nov. 
26th 2011 
 

Ministry of Health Septic Approval – Feb. 2012 
BC Hydro Right of Way – Feb. 2012 
 

SCRD Infrastructure Department 
 

SCRD Finance Department 
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SUMMARY OF APPROVAL PROCESS 

Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure 
Subdivision Approval (conditional on zoning) – 
April 2012 
 

SCRD Board – Second Reading – May 2012 
 

Sechelt Indian Band – June 2012 
 

Majority of Public Support – 78 letters in support 
on file at the SCRD 
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June 13, 2012

FOCKLER FAMILY PRESENTATION:
Public Hearing re Brown Application for Rezoning

I. SYLVIA: My name is Sylvia Fockler. I am a member of the Fockler Family
whose recreational property at 5323 Backhouse Road, is immediately next door, to
the north and west of the Browns.
Our family has been a property owner in Halfmoon Bay for over 40 years. The
land our father (my father-in-law) bought nearly a half-century ago continues to be
the centre of family activities for his children, grandchildren, and now great-
grandchildren.

We have long and proud roots in Halfmoon Bay. Our cabin on Backhouse Road
has, and continues to be, a special place. We, like our neighbours, appreciate the
rural quality of the life we have had there, and which now our children and
children’s children are able to enjoy.

The applicant is asking for a rezoning to put Residential RU1D zoning (a zone to
be specifically created for this subdivision) into an area in which all of the
properties are Residential B... creating a new small plot land use style in the area
north of Halfmoon Bay which is out of keeping with the larger community.

We oppose this rezoning application because:

1. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT GOES AGAINST COMMUNITY
VALUES

We want to start by reminding all of us of the principles which the community asks
you to be guided by:

E] Not only the current Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan asserts the rural
character which is to be preserved in the community. (see Goal #8 of the existing
OCP (1989): “To maintain the quiet low density community atmosphere, and to
ensure that future development is designed to reinforce the rural characteristics of
the area.”,

1
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June 13, 2012

LI The recently adopted One Coast sustainability plan states that new
development should “minimize the development of small lots in rnore remote
rural areas.”

Li The current Halfmoon Bay OCP (1990) as well as several sections of the
Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw 310 outline the need to “protect
the natural environment and quality of life in our community.”
LI The new 1-Ialffiioon Bay 2031 OCP now being drafted to guide the next 20
years of development continues the vision of a community which celebrates
being “Rural by Nature.”

We know many of you here tonight are mindful of this.

I participated in the FIB OCP review process by attending the public participation
workshop on March 10, 2012, and heard a predominant theme mentioned was to
retain the rural character of the area and our rural lifestyle with little desire to
increase density (except in the Welcome Woods neighbourhood close to school
and services). I was impressed by several participants requesting that the OCP
must include that this is a “CARING” community with “respect for our
neighbours.” There was also mention of the need for more 1) public beach access
and 2) rural walking trails. These latter requests are potential community benefits
that must be considered when planning future land use and subdivision
configurations especially if requesting a change in the OCP or zoning bylaws.

LI A community is defined by our shared experiences and values, and our mutual
respect for those values which are made explicit in formal planning documents
such as the OCP and legal documents suchas SCRD Bylaw 310.
[1 To our our elected representatives here tonight we hope you will support us in
strengthening our sense of community and in protecting our shared values as
stated in our local bylaws and OCPlan.

LI We must realize that everything we do, every decision we make affects
everything and everybody else — we are indeed all connected. And so the decision
you make today re this rezoning application is not “SITE SPECIFIC.”

2
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June 13, 2012

The subdivision application for rezoning before you does not honour theseprinciples.., does not respect the zoning regulations set out by the current OfficialCommunity Plá... and does ot fit with the values of our neighbourhood.Numerous neighbours and family members representing nine property ownersimmediately adjacent to the Browns in the immediately affected area have spoken.It is your responsibility to Please hear us. We objeetto this rezoning application forits implications for future higher density development.

We question why this application would move forward, given these realities, andask the Board to stop this amendment request, and preserve the values which thecommunity of Halfmoon Bay has set out for both its current and futuredevelopment.
We know our elected representativ’es will be mindful of maintaining the guidelinesthat protect members and properties in our community.

SPECIFICALLY WE OPPOSE THIS REZONING APPLICATION BECAUSE:

2. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT SETS A DANGEROUS PRECEDENT
El The proposed development would create a new smaller land parcel, and openthe gateway to other such developments in the Halfmoon Bay area. This pointwas raised by one of the Planning & Development Committee Board members atfirst reading in July 2011. There are at least 40 lots in the Halfmoon Bay vicinitythat are just less than 5 acres. What would stop the next landowner from seekingto create these smaller lots in the community, once the directors have agreed tothis one? Council has never approved a subdivision such as this when there hasbeen so much neighbourhood concern, in the history of SCRD Bylaw 310. Whilethere have been about 18 amendments to Bylaw 310 in 20 years to increasedensity most proceeded without public concern and were located close to anurban hub. However, if the Browns build strata it will not require an OCP changeor a change to the SCRD Zoning Bylaw 310, and will not set a precedent thatcould dramatically affect the real estate composition of Halfmoon Bay.

3
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Ed & Sylvia Fockler, June 11, 2012

David Rafael, Senior Planner
Planning & Development Division,
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road,- -

-

Sechelt, BC VON 3A1

June 11, 2012

Re: Browns’ Proposed Subdivision Application for
Ilalfmoon Bay OCP Zoning Bylaw Amendments 325.20, and

SCRD Zoning Bylaw 310.137 would set precedentfor auhdivsion development for entire
SCRD

Dear David Rafael:

We are the son and daughter-in-law of Pat Fockler, long4erm property owner of 5323 Backhouse
Road (Lot 12), immediately adjacent on two sides to the Brown’s property, to the north on the
waterfront and to the west of their current driveway behind our cabin. We have enjoyed
vacationing at and working on maintaining the rural property at the family cabin in its natural
waterfront paradise at the end of Backhouse Road for up to 40 years. We are writing again before
the June 13, 2012 Public Hearing with some updates since we last wrote to you.

Community Dissent re Browns’ proposal:

We, along with at least eight other property owners and their families, representing NINE
properties within 100 meters of the Browns’ property, have written letters to oppose or
express serious concerns about zoning bylaw amendments aliowhig increased density in our
immediate Ole’s Cove and Backhouse Road neighbourhood and especially on the waterfront.
We continue to emphasize that this is a wider community issue that affects all of us and it is
not only about our personal needs.

-

Our commitment to long term vision and benefits to community instead of personal needs -

We and the younger generations of our extended Fockler family who share the use of our mother’s
(in-law’s) property throughout the year, are the neighbours potentially most affected by the Browns’
proposed subdivision and construction plans. However, since the first day we were informed of this
proposed subdivision on August 12th, one week before the first Public Information Meeting held on
August 19, 2011, we remain firmly committed to focusing on the long term vision of how this
proposal affects the entire community for all generations. We have insisted on not focusing on
addressing personal needs. However, at the April 19, 2012 Planning & Development Committee
meeting, we were encouraged by the Committee to use the rezoning process as an opportunity to
address building restrictions and lot configurations that better respect ours and other neighbourhood
needs. On May 8th, Louise and Trisha met with you (David Rafael) and the Browns to make four
feasible proposals for maintaining privacy, view corridors, property values, road access. These
were all turned down by the Browns with no further discussion. When our family requested future
meetings in late May with the Browns to explore possible common ground, mutually feasible
meeting dates were suggested, but no further meetings have occurred because the Browns were
unwilling to meet without you even though you encouraged us to do so. We will continue to keep

I
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Ed & Sylvia Fockler, June 11, 2012

this broader community perspective as our family presents additional proposals at the PublicHearing. We hope the SCRD Board will realize that one or more of our options do indeed respecteveryone’s concerns.
-

We continue to emphasize that planning decisions about land use must consider the long termimplications on the social health of our community. This process for application for rezoning andsubdivision over the past ten to twelve months has caused some unnecessary conflict in our localneighbourhood. This could have been prevented if the applicants had been encouraged to make aproposed plan that respected their neighbours and communicated with their neighbours before beingreviewed by the local APC and the Planning & Development Committee for First Reading.Decisions need to be made that show respect for all, instead of meeting the needs of one propertyowner. That is why we have an Official Community Plan and an SCRD Zoning Bylaw 310, and theBritish Columbia Land Titles Act, that all guide how subdivision applications are to be prepared forapproval.

Subdivision Applicants are requesting OCP and SCRD Zoning Bylaw amendments forpersonal financial interests -

Therefore, we are disappointed to find that the subdivision applicants for rezoning are seeking tochange these community legal guidelines safeguarding the quality of life in our wider communityfor their own personal needs and financial gain. Despite Ron Brown’s laudable history ofcommunity service, there is no evident intention to make these amendments for the long-termbenefit of the wider community. We have received the opinion of another urban planner working inVancouver, who states that “Rezoning and changes to Community Planning bylaws (OCP orZoning) should only occur when it is in the public interest and notpersonal interest.” “We changepublic policy on the basis ofpublic interest.”

Reasons to Stop this Subdivision Application from proceeding -

With our commitment to long-term vision for what will most benefit the Halfmoon Bay and
Sunshine Coast community as a whole, and protect the natural envitonment which sustains us, weoppose the proposed zoning amendments 1o the current Halfrnôon Bay Official Community Planand SCRD Zoning Bylaw 310 because:

1) These changes to our district bylaws are apparently being sought to accommodate short-term
personal financial interests; no reason has been given by the applicant except personal gain
for requesting approval for amending OCP and SCRD zoning rules so that their subdivision
does not contravene the current zoning category.

2) No community or environmental benefits have been offered or considered:
For example, none of the community benefits that we have suggested for consideration that
are usually required by the Land Title Act, Sec. 75(1) has been incorporated in the currently
proposed lot configuration in the form of extensions of the public road, or public foreshore
access. Normally, when zoning regulations are changed because of a new subdivision, the
developer will give back benefits to the community as concessions in order to have the
request for rezoning granted.

3) This proposed subdivision plan and lot configuration appears to ignore the intent and value
of three sets of laws. It ignores the current Halfmoon Bay OCP, as well as several sections

2
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Ed & Sylvia Fockler, June 11, 2012

of the Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw -310 to protect the natural
environment and quality of life in our community. The proposed shared driveway combinedwith a circuitous panhandle that also could have an SCRt) covenant preventing its actual usefor guaranteed future road access, contravenes-the intent of the Land Title Act, Section
75(1 a), that requires the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to ensure public roadaccess for all newly created parcels. The bylaw amendments proposed since December
2011, including a circuitous panhandle road access to Proposed Lot B, would require asmany as four covenants to be in place to protect and respect neighbours’ needs and
expressed concerns. This is a cumbersome and short term way of addressing neighbours’
concerns. It is possible for future owners to apply to the SCRD and MoTI for the removal ofcovenants.

4) This new subdivision proposed sets an injurious and poorly conceived precedent to
enable much higher density not only on the waterfront north of Halfmoon Bay, butalso for anywhere on the Sunshine Coast where property owners with less than the
minimum required parcel size for subdivision in their current zoning districts wish toapply for subdivision approval.

5) Increased density of current residential development and zoning is not advised
northwest of Ilalfmoon Bay for geotechnical and biodiversity reasons:

a) Settlement Suitability Study - the 1992 Thurber Reconnaissance Study of
Geotechnical Hazards (Thurber Report) quoted on page 20 of the
Halfmoon Bay Community Planniiig Profile Draft ofNovember 2010 and March 7, 2011, on
SCRD Website states that:
“Least suitablefor development is landpredominantly north ofHalfmoon Bay.”

b) Under 3.6. Natural Environment, Ecosystems and Biodiversity - Coastal Douglas
Fir (CDF) Biogeoclimatie Zone —( page 23 of the Halfmoon Bay Community Planning
Profile Draft of November 2010):
CDF zones are a critically important part of the Province’s biodiversity... The CDFmm is
listed as critically imperiled in the global context by the British Columbia Conservations
Data Centre ( CDC). . . .Ofthe entire lower Sunshine Coast, the only CDF zone exists in
Halfmoon Bay and adjoining eastern portion ofthe District ofSechelL”

6) The proposed shared driveway/road access combined with the addition of a circuitous
panhandle does not guarantee access to Proposed Lot B - considering that the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure (M0TI) requires that each newly created parcel have direct
private access to a public roadway.
As the most feasible road access, this existing driveway could most likely become a public
extension of Backhouse Road to reach Lot’B’. Jeffrey Moore, Approving Officer, MoTI,
recommends a public lane or road along the existing driveway as the preferred access routeto Proposed Lot B. However, with the Browns’ current lot configuration, a public road
through the Proposed Lot A would create a hooked parcel of both the upper and lower
smaller waterfront portion. To avoid creating a “hooked parcel” (defined by SCRD Bylaw
310, Section 404) a circuitous panhandle access to Proposed Lot B has been proposed
winding around the perimeter of Lot A. Since neighbours want to prevent this panhandle

3
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Ed & Sylvia Fockler, June 11,2012

from ever being built into a road, some are proposing a covenant on the panhandle that will
prevent it from being used as a road access. Fiture owners may still apply for the removal of
the proposed covenants if sharing a driveway becomes cónte,itious.
If built, such a re-routing of the road access would be extremely expensive requiring.
considerable blasting, and thus very damaging to the environment and privacy of all
adjacent neighbours. This appears to be a diversion of attention away from the obvious
reality that the existing road access separates the proposed new lot ‘A’ into two smaller
parcels. The legal definition of a hooked parcel on paper is. being avoided by calling the
existing road access a privately shared driveway with a Section 219 Land Title Act covenant
on it.

7) An entirely new precedent-setting pocket zoning category for the SCRD, allowing a
minimum parcel size of 8000 sq.meters, is now being proposed by the SCRD Planning
Division between First and Second Reading of the zoning amendments for both the
Browns’ two proposed lots. This new zoning category is proposed in order to
accommodate proposed lot configuration irregularities due to the Browns’
determination to create two waterfront lots.
The Browns’ initial proposal last August, only had one non-conforming new lot less than 2.5
acres. With the addition of the proiosed panhandle, the area of Proposed Lot A has been
reduced from its originally proposed size of 2.5 acres so that both lots would be non
conforming with existing zoning requiring a minimum 10,000 square meter parcel size.
The surrounding area is zoned subdivision district F (SCRD Zoning Bylaw 310) or
Residential B in the Halfmoon Bay OCP. This creation of a uniquely new zoning category
along with the new panhandle was apparently proposed to avoid the Proposed Lot A
divided into two portions by the shared driveway or potential public road extension from
being legally defined as two hooked parcels. No construction of sewage-generating
buildings or structures are allowed on Hooked Parcels (SCRD Zoning Bylaw 310, Section
404). **

8) There are plenty of other locations for higher density to be encouraged or approved in the
Halfmoon Bay electoral district which are deemed more suitable and which may be closer to
already developed amenities and public services, and involving land of the appropriate size
to meet current zoning requirements. (eg. Transportation,, schools, stores, medical care, etc.)

For all these reasons, as our first choice, we urge this precedent-setting rezoning and
subdivision application to be stopped now.

Our compromise proposals will be presented at the Public Hearing on June 13th. (Please see
our written submission at the Public Hearing.)
** Please Note: Our Proposal # 2 presents a revised lot configuration with public lane or road
access that would allow Proposed Lot A to remain a waterfront lot, but with the upper parcel of
Proposed Lot A meeting the minimum size of 8000 sq. Meters. This would avoid defining the
upper portion of Lot A as a hooked parcel within the newly proposed zoning category and allow
house construction on the upper portion of Lot A. This is presented at the Public Hearing and would
require a no-build covenant on the smaller waterfront projection down to the ocean which would
remain a hooked parcel.

4
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Ed & Sylvia Fockler, June 11, 2012

Our proposals were created with the understanding that an OCP amendment is
a privilege, not a right. Therefore this applicationfor rezóning should only be
approved to enable a ubdivisionto óccür with pe4fic conditions. These conditions
for granting rezoning approval must be that the subdivision be designed to provide
some community benefit and respect for the neighbourhood in which it is located
as well as benefiting the applicant.

Sincerely,

Sylvia & Ed Fockler ( for the Fockler Family property at 5323 Backhouse Road,
Halfmoon Bay)
1124 Lawson Avenue
West Vancouver, BC
V7T 2E5
Phone: 604-926-0857

cc.: Garry Nohr, Area B Director, Halfmoon Bay
Donna Shugar, Chair, SCRD Planning & Development Committee

Frank Mauro, Director, Area A
Lee Tumbull, Past-Chair, SCRD Planning & Development Committee
Lorne Lewis, Director, Area E
Steven Olmstead, General Manager, SCRD Planning & Development Division

*****************************************************************

5
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SCRD Planning Board: Mr. Garry Nohr, Mr. Frank Mauro, Mr. Lorne, Lewis, Ms.Donna Shugar, Ms. Lee Turnbull, Sr. Planner David Rafael
June 13th, 2012
Community Concerns regarding R. and L Browns’ Proposal 5322 Backhouse Road

The process of the Browns’ application for the OCP amendment has created adivision in the community of Backhouse Road. This rift was noted as early as theAugust 2011 Public Information Meeting when the planner reported that there were‘two camps’ in attendance at Coopers Green. Over the past 10 months there hasbeen unresolved social tension in the Backhouse Road/Ole’s Cove Road communityand a fracturing of longstanding neighbourly relationships. The process of Browns’application for OCP amendment has lacked transparency and respectful timing andhas been confusing, extremely lengthy and poorly communicated to the neighbours.As a result our community is currently in shambles: many neighbours no longerwish to communicate with others and individuals may even leave the community, anaction which is considerable seeing as our area’s residents have had an extremelylow turnover rate during the last forty years. The loss of community cohesivenesshas been our greatest cost from the Browns’ application process; a cost which cannever be measured in dollars but which is far more expensive that the monetaryvalue of the new lot.

One of the functions of an OCP is to provide a framework for the individual tounderstand the direction the general populace in the community wishes to proceed.The rules. It is there to consult, to heed and to protect the members of thecommunity from just this type of neighbourhood conflict. It is there for the planningdepartment to interpret and follow. If it were to be amended each time adetermined individual wished to embark on property modification, it would not beserving its purpose. If the Browns’ application process had been stopped at the timeof the APC review or Planning’s first or second reading of the bylaw amendments,our community would have been spared this strife. Stopping this OCP amendmentnow will prevent other similar proposals in the future from using the Browns’application as a precedent setting example, to facilitate the approval of their ownOCP amendment. Halting Browns’ proposal will help prevent neighbourhood stressand conflict in different heighbôurhoods in the upcoming years. I encourage theBoard to consider this seriously.

Issues about the potential for setting Precedent.

The use of precedent is a strong tool for changing the status quo, both socially andlegally. The immediate implications of Browns’ application, if successful, may bemany other owners choosing to apply for OCP amendments to proceed with theirown subdivision plans. They will not have concerns about local communityopposition to their proposal, lack of local benefit (foreshore access, public trails orpublic roads) or unorthodox lot configurations, because these same obstacles havenot been deemed important enough to stop the Browns’ current application. Theywill be able to cite ‘precedent’ when promoting their application.
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There are many lots between 1.6 and 2.0 hectares in the Halfmoon Bay Region,which would be able to use Brown’s amendment, if passed, to support their
subdivision/rezoning proposals. A quick look at the SCRD mapping program
demonstrates seventeen such lots in the Wood Bay Estate/Ole’s Cove area, ten in theSecret Cove/Smugglers Cove region and a dozen inthe Raven’s Cry/Leaning Treeand Rocky Ridge region: (approx. 40) Bylaw 310 applies to most of the SunshineCoast and there are similar-sized properties in other regions which would beaffected as well. The ramifications of passing Browns’ application are not localizedin the Backhouse Road/Ole’s Cove neighbourhood; they are extensive throughoutthe Sunshine Coast.

We, like most rural property owners, do not wish a large new house constructedclose to our property line or in our view corridor. We are aware that this situationmay ensue even if the Browns’ application is stopped at the third reading, becausehe may choose to build Strata. But we prefer the Strata option because it will not seta precedent for future Sunshine Coast rural rezoning and subdivision applications,which would result in a profound impact on the rural nature of the SCRD. Thecommunity values come before the individual’s in this circumstance.

Proposals for Lot Configuration and Covenants

The SCRD Planning Board, on April 19th, recommended’that we, as the most affectedneighbor, try to communicate and attempt to find common ground regarding theBrowns’ proposal especially regarding lot configuration and house size, height andlocation. On May 8th, we presented to Sr. Planner David Rafael, four separate lotlayout proposals which we felt that we could accept and ordered as to our
preference from Option #4-#1, with #4 being our last choice and #1 being our thirdchoice. (Strata conversion and ‘No Change’ being our second and first choices) Weshowed the Browns our drawings of the proposals and asked them to comment ontheir pros and cons. The proposals were rejected immediately and there was nofurther discussion. Attempts to meet again were complicated by parameters set bythe Browns. Thus it is important today to take some time to outline these proposals,plus two additional slight modifications, so the Board may consider them as viableoptions for the lot configuration and house placement, if they feel it appropriate topass the OCP/zoning amendment. Clearly we would prefer ‘Strata conversion-
construction’ as our second choice and ‘no construction nor OCP —zoning
amendment’ as our first choice.

Option #4
The covenanted driveway easement is now extended straight due south along anexisting parking spur, under the existing BC Hydro easement before curving gentlywestward to enter Lot B. We wish the modified driveway position because the
Browns have indicated that they hope to continue to rent their vacation home (Casadel Mar after the sale of Lot A) It may be that the new owners of Lot A also wish toset up a B&B, in which case the driveway could be very busy. As the driveway

.4
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7 currently angles in front of our living room picture window, we wish to minimizethe effect that additional traffic will create. The lot configurations are the sameirregular ones that have been described in the Browns’ proposal and include thecircuitous panhandle. The east-west property border between Lot A/B along thewaterfront projection has shifted southward to approximately 1 5 meters of the
-

- northern corner of Browns’ current main residence giving Lot A an ocean frontageof approximately 33 meters. We request a 17 meter no-build covenant from oursouthern property line, and a 5 meter vegetation preservation covenant from thesame line as well as the same (8.5 height/180 square meter area) buildingrestrictions put on by the Planning Department. and garage with a two-car size and4.5 meter maximum height restriction, David Rafael measured an adequate 15-meter width where the 180 sq. m. house could be placed. We request that thebuilding be sited off the knoll and within a basic view line corridor so that it willhave limited impact on the view from our home. The off- knoll location is still abovegrade to our lot, but diminishes the loss of privacy to our property and to theMeiklejohns. Option#4 slightly modifies the Browns’ basic house site and gives themtheir desired waterfront lot. It adds value to Lot A by widening the ocean frontage.The Meiklejohns and the Focklers lose some privacy and forest views and thecommunity does not gain any assets. The septic field would be above grade of thebuilding site. Our least desired choice.

Option #3
The covenanted driveway easement follows the same path and the basic propertyborders and the panhandle are the same as in Option #4. The east-west propertyborder along the projection is the same as in Browns’ proposal. We request a5meter vegetation preservation covenant south of our property line. We alsorequest that there be a lOmeter no-build covenant set back south from the sameproperty line and a 40-meter no-build covenant set back from the natural highwater line. This will place the house alongside our existing house and address ourroad and view concerns. We also request that the building size covenant proposedby the Planning Department be followed: maximum of 180 square meters! height of8.5 meters be maintained. We also request a 2-car garage size maximum with a4.5meter height maximum. The septic field would end up being above grade of thenew residence. Our 7th choice.

Option #2a
The lot configurations, covenanted driveway easement, panhandle and borders areidentical to Browns’ We request a ‘no build’ covenant throughout the waterfrontprojection portion of Lot A. The ocean view building sites are located above theexisting driveway, septic field below the building site, and the privacy and viewissues of the neighbours are addressed. There is no apparent benefit to thecommunity. Our 6th choice.

Option #2
An 8meter wide public lane (M0TI) extends along the existing Brown driveway tothe northern edge of Lot B. The public lane creates a hooked parcel of Lot A, but the
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main body of both Lot B and the main area of Lot A are large enough to support ahouse (8000 square meters). The standard SCRD-hooked parcel ‘no build covenant’ Vis to be placed on the waterfront projection of Lot A, which has an ocean frontage ofapproximately 20 meters because the east-west border of the projection has shiftedslightly northward i3mlding sites and septic are the same as Option #2a We choosethis as our fifth option as the neighbours’ privacy and view corridor concerns areaddressed and it creates a waterfront lot for the Browns. There is a communitybenefit in the form of a public lane.

Option #la
The 8meter wide public lane extends only to the south part of Lot 12. The propertyline between Lot A/B runs north- south, creating a semi-waterfront and awaterfront lot. The lane construction would be fairly inexpensive because thecurrent driveway width is close to the required 8 meters for the public lane. Thebuilding sites and the septic would be identical to Option #2and 2aWe choose this option as a close fourth because it addresses privacy, traffic andview corridors for all neighbours, gives the public a lane and Browns two wellconfigured lots with no covenants and with good resale value.

Option #1
The public road would be widened along the existing driveway to the south part ofour Lot 12 and would provide access to both Lot A and Lot B, while giving the publica community benefit of a public road. MoTI has clearly stated that they prefer apublic road access or public lane access for Browns’ proposal. Each lot will havemore than the minimum of 8000 square meters. Lot A (semi-waterfront/view lot)has several viable building sites which command lovely views of the MalaspinaStrait. We choose this option as our third choice because it addresses theneighbours’ privacy, view corridors and traffic concerns while giving the public anextension of the road and offering Browns two regularly shaped lots withoutadditional covenants and with good resale value, perhaps even more that the valueof their proposed highly covenanted lots.

This ten month process caused disrespect, division and hardship in our BackhouseOle’s Cove community, which should have been prevented by stopping thisapplication at the onset. We endeavored to follow the Board’s directions byparticipating in the facilitated meeting and by trying to reach common ground, bysuggesting respectful and thoughtful proposals with community benefits, but havebeen stalemated in the process. We are concerned that the onus seems to be on theneighbours to show why Browns’ proposal should not proceed rather than on theproponent as to why it should proceed, especially as this proposed precedentsetting OCP/zoning amendment is being driven by the proponents’ personal reasonsrather than the community vision. An OCP amendment should not proceed unlessthere is respect, community consensus, and community benefit.

Sincerely,
Patricia Fockler Beaty

zyc
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Louise:
I’m the youngest daughter of Pat Fockler. I’ve been coming to our property onBackhouse Rd. for as long as I can remember.

I’m presenting the various proposals and comparing their qualities in a table formfor those of us who are more visual. To keep the chart simple I had to narrow downthe categories but I will talk about them in more detail.

Privacy really means maintains privacy and keeps the immediate neighbours’(Fockler’s Mieklejohn’s and Browns’) views intact. The back view lot optiqns (1-2a)are better for this. Once there is a house down in the small fingerlike projqction thethree immediate neighbours all lose privacy and views.

Financial for the values in this table are for short term gain. Naturally view lotwould not be sold for as much money as a waterfront lot but we shouldn’t lose sightof the fact that ultimately a properly configured view lot and waterfront lot shouldhave more value in the future.

Sets Precedent all of these proposals except for the status quo and building stratawould set precedent. That is why we prefer no rezoning for subdivision.

Permanent Access This examines whether there is a road or public lane extensionversus a covenanted driveway easement with a covenanted panhandle. Siice therecould be hardship in the future with a shared driveway and the panhan4le mightneed to be used, we considered this a ‘less permanent access route’ because therecould be possible panhandle covenant issues later on. Thus the first three proposalshave better access routes.

Regular Lot refers to whether or not the proposed lots have a stardard lotconfiguration. Why does this matter? Much further down the line, if the land is tobe further subdivided, a more regular lot arrangement will be more useable.

Covenants The Browns already have a 15m setback covenant along the waterfrontie the property has an existing covenant. Many of these proposals require a numberof covenants to be added. We see this as a complicated way of subdivision. Options1 and la would still only have the existing covenant. Option2 would require asecond no build covenant on the projection, and then options 2a-4 would all havefour covenants. They would retain the exisiting setback covenant, a no-buildcovenant, a driveway easement covenant and a panhandle covenant.

Finally, I want to look at community benefit. If the Browns do nothing or if theybuild strata at least no precedent will have been set. With Option 1, the piblic road
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wifi have been extended and with la and 2 a public lane will be in plic. ForOptions 2a-4 we see no community benefit or merit.

4. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT IS OPPOSED BY A MAJORITY OFNEIGHBOURS
Here’s a map of the immediate Backhouse RoadIOle’s Cove communityLI Nine of the 14 neighbours within 100 metres of the Brown propertyoppose and/or have serious concerns about the development

LI Most of the contiguous neighbours to the Brown property oppose and haveserious concerns about the development
LI The development would impact view corridors, significantly devaluing theFockler’s property (Lot 12) and the Meiklejohn’s property (Lot 7).

We note in our conversations with neighbours who have not expresse4 concernthat they are actually unaware that the conditions for this subdivisior. requireOCP and bylaw amendments
LI We have been part of this community for over 40 years. We are proud of ourshared community values that foster a rural lifestyle and have a visioi for thefuture. The neighbours in the Backhouse Rd/Ole’s Cove region are not açlverse tochange. But to date we see no community merit in this rezoning proposaL

5. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT IS NON-CONFORMING AND THEDEVELOPMENT PROVIDES NO BENEFIT TO THE COMMUNITY

LI Lot shape is nonconforming and extremely irregular and not sensitive to the layof the land
LI Driveway easement covenant may be changed and the back panhandle (with acovenant) may be turned into a driveway in the future. This does not cqnform toMoTIs preferred access route.
LI We assume a direct access road or panhandle along the existing drivway wasconsidered but not proposed because if defined as such, Lot B’s panhanIe wouldseparate Lot A into two portions thus creating one or two hooked parcels andbuilding would not be permitted near the waterfront.
LI Narrow finger like projection down to the water is the proposed building site. Ifa house were to be built here it would functionally increase the density in a part ofHB that already has a higher than intended density
LI No consideration has been given to the previous planner’s recommendation of alot reconfiguration or possible no build zone by the waterfront
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LI With an OCP amendment the community at large should benefit. Nq attempthas been made to compromise and provide foreshore access or include a publicwalkway or road extension. We think that rezoning shouldn’t occur. If it doesconcessions should be made to the neighbourhood
U We’ve tried to suggest modiñcations that would benefit the community in thefacilitated meetings and our meeting on May 8 th have ifiustrated no alterationscan be made to justify an amendment to the OCP.

SUMIVIARY (Louise)

This ten month process caused disrespect, division and hardship in our Backhouse Ole’s Covecommunity, which should have been prevented by stopping this application at the onset. Weendeavored to follow the Board’s directions by participating in the facilitated meeting nd bytrying to reach common ground, by suggesting respectful and thoughtful proposals withcommunity benefits, but have been stalemated in the process. We are concerned that the onusseems to be on the neighbours to show why Browns’ proposal should not proceed rather than onthe proponent as to why it should proceed, especially as this proposed precedent settingOCP/zoning amendment is being driven by the proponents’ personal reasons rather thncommunity vision. An OCP amendment should not proceed unless there is respect, conmunityconsensus, and community benefit.

In summary I/we reiterate: Obtaining an OCP amendment and having a new zoningcategory created for you as a landowner is a privilege, not a right. Therefore thisapplication for rezoning should only be approved to enable a subdivision to occurwith specific conditions. These conditions for granting rezoning approval must bethat the subdivision be designed to provide some community benefit andconsideration for the neighbourhood in which it is located as well as beneiting theapplicant.

This is a proposal to amend the Zoning Bylaw 310 for all the SCRD,(as well as theHalfmoon Bay OCP,) that will affect how subdivisions are planned for all of theSCRD. Moreover, the Brown proposed amendment is to create an entirely newzoning category uniquely for only one landowner. Is this the kind of adhoc planningwe need? Instead, what we need is planning and development decision-making witha view to the longterm big picture of the broader community??
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Good evening and thank you for allowing me to address you. I believe I have worked with
everyone here at one time or another with the exception of Director Mauro. For the record I
am Barry Janyk and I live at 639 Glen Road, Gibsons.

I have either lived and/or worked in every SCRD jurisdiction since moving here in 1978. I
know this community very welL Although Hive in Gibsons, I assure you what happens in
electoral jurisdictions will have a definite effect on my quality of life if an entirely new set of
development guideline opportunities are forged by this decision. I don’t believe it would be
the best for most — but it would be great for some...

For 15 years I served on the Town of Gibsons Council — 12 years as Mayor and as the
community’s appointed representative to the SCRD. I truly understand this process, your
current predicament - and empathize.

Good folks like the Fockler family now occasionally seek my thoughts and advice on various
matters. A couple of weeks ago a retired Metro mayor - and common friend - asked if I
would look at this file and perhaps examine the details. I have reviewed the entire saga — the
proposed amendments, the fascinating methods suggested to achieve them, their purpose,
and finally — and importantly - the return to community for such a radical departure from
usual practice.

Having chaired dozens of public hearings related to rezoning applications, and adjudicated
on many creative subdivisions, I was struck by the novel approach and imagination being
proffered as the means to a singular end. Certainly the ‘multi covenant’ approach might
achieve the desired objective of creating an additional waterfront parcel — and a great
windfall — but really — what is ultimately achieved for all? I see little.

I would ask the Board to consider the implications of these changes - not just for the
applicant, not just for the neighbourhood, but for all the rural jurisdictions in the SCRD. In as
much as the Board may try and pooh pooh the potential for this decision to establish
precedent I would suggest they are politicians and not land developers.

Developers and real estate interests are keenly aware of, and sensitive to, the market and
adapt accordingly. Larger lots are not selling well today.

Deny it if you like, but by giving approvals to smaller, and frankly oddly invented properties
that meet neither zoning nor OCP requirements — properties that are conceived, and
retained, only through unusual covenants - you do, in fact, set forth a process for
consideration - and reconsideration - of a multitude of properties up and down the Sunshine
Coast — particularly constituencies like Elphinstone and Roberts Creek that zealously guard
their OCPs.

For the moment though let’s just consider the localized impacts of the proposed
amendments. If they are going to significantly affect even one adjacent neighbour — when
there is clearly no communal benefit — where is the fairness in your approval?

1
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How a professional could possibly approve a contrived covenant on a bizarre, impracticaland likely unaffordable access, ostensibly devised as an alternate to the obvious route,escapes me.

How a professional planner could possibly concur with a clearly illogical access and thensuggest to adjoining neighbours that some iuture bureaucrat will - of course! - protect tree --cover in that right of way would make a mockery of protective public regulation.

While it may be the right of a property owner to develop their property, certainly it is not theirright to expect exemptions - unless they can demonstrate tangible, practical and broadcommunity benefit or — at the very least — some quid pro quo for those directly affected.

We understand that is your — and staff’s — responsibility to uphold and defend zoning bylaws — and particularly your respective OCPs. They are entrusted to you by yourconstituents. Significant variances from that public trust surely are reserved for rarecircumstances - where benefits are derived and where the community attains shared value.

The Focklers have absolutely nothing to gain here. Their hope is simply to maintain theirhappy status quo - just a tiny vestige of family heritage. This is a family that has long been acontributor to the quality of life of our community. Their ecological contribution in 2004 of 16acres of the Heid Creek estuary in Gunboat Bay, Pender Harbour was an ecological gift tous all. This is what this family represents. They have never asked for anything in exchangefrom us. But perhaps we owe them some modicum of respect...?

So, is this how the SCRD is going to reward them and encourage others to contribute? Isthe intent to show them no compromise on their reasonable requests for honesty in processand strip them of their last shred of privacy?

How does you decision ultimately benefit all SCRD constituents? What is lost and what isgained here? Who profits and who sacrifices? ... and why? Because - really — your finaldecision does ultimately, and potentially, affects us all — not just this unique neighbourhood.

When the Regional Board begins to approve convoluted and contorted subdivisions thatmeet neither zoning nor OCP designation, encourages subdivisions that are only madepossible because of irregular, complicated and frankly impractical covenants that may beconcocted purely for convenience, and where no substantial benefit is offered to thecommunity - I again, have to ask... “why”?

To close I leave you with a quote to ponder — one made by the proponent — Mr. Brown - inJuly 2006 and available on the internet:

“The Zoning By-Laws and Official Community Plan are a reflection of the wishes of thecommunity and we ask and expect that all organizations.., will be required to comply withthe wishes, rules and processes of our community government and provinciLovernment.”

So what has changed in just six short years...?

2
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SCRD
RECEIVED

JUN 072012

PLANNING DIVISION

06 June, 2012

Mr. David Rafael

Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310. 137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

As I stated in my previous letter of support (22 Aug 2011), I have owned property on Backhouse

Rd., close to the proposed subdivision, for about 15 years. I continue to support the

application, and wish to let the Regional District know that I have no objection to the

subdivision of the Brown’s property. I understand that the requirements of the relevant

regulatory bodies (Hydro, Ministry of Health, SIB, and Ministry of Transportation) have been

met, and this gives me confidence that the subdivision process has been careful and thorough.

It seems to me that the size of the 2 lots that will result from the subdivision are in keeping with

those in the area, and in fact will still be larger than many on Backhouse Rd. I also believe that

the 1 additional home that may be built will not affect the allowable density, and will have little

impact on the volume of traffic in the area, All of these factors are important to me when

considering how this subdivision will “fit” into our neighbourhood. I believe it will.

Sincerely,

/(- !——

/

Barbara Bolding

Lot 1, LD 1485 Plan LMP 20428
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06 June, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)
5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

My property on Backhouse Road is near this lot. Assuming all of the rigorous subdivision
protocols have been successfully met, I have no concerns that this subdivision will have any
negative effect on my property value, nor the quiet enjoyment of same.

The resulting lots will be even larger than many existing lots so will be still in keeping with the
flavor of the quiet nature of the area.

Yours very truly

Greg Cranston
Lot 1, LD 1485 Plan LMP 20428

SCRU
RECEIVED

JUN 112012

PLANNING DIVISION
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Mr. David Rafael, Senior Planner

Sunshine Coast Regional District,
S C. R. D.

1975 Field Road, SecheltB.C. VON 3A1

Dear Mr Rafael:

re the application by Mr and Mrs Ronald Brown, 5322 Backhouse Road

I am happy to assert that I continue to be in full support of the subdivision application by the Browns

(no relation to myself) —and will be so when this arduous process finally comes to an end.

I applaud the patience of the applicants and of the SCRD staff involved in this file, and look forward to

the meeting at Cooper’s Green

Sincerely,

tt#, 3@,Qo2

David P.Brown

5417 Backhouse Road, VON 1Y2

Tel: (604) 740-0083
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David Rafael

From: Peter Bell [peter.bell@shaw.ca]Sent: June-08-12 3:02 PMTo: David Rafael
I SCRD

Subject: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 and 310.137 (Bro n) RECEIVED

Dear Mr. Rafael: 082012
[PLANNING DIVISION IAs a neighbour and resident of Backhouse Road of long standing, I have been following the above itei uetpll. [J

am of the opinion that this amendment should proceed, including the covenants agreed to by the Browns.
Regrettably, due to travel, I will be unable to attend the public meeting to be held on June 13, 2012, but I would like my
wishes known to you.

Backhouse Road will remain one of the world’s beauty spots...!

Sincerely,

Peter W. Bell, 5348 Backhouse Road, VON 1 Y2

1
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David Rafael

From: Rob Simpson [rsimpson © glotmansimpson.com]Sent: May-26-12 2:49 PM
To: David Rafael
Cc: lynneabrown@gmail.com
Subject: Reiteration of support

Categories: Red Category

Subject: Subdivision Proposal at 5322 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay

Hi David,

This is to reinforce our original support for the proposal noted above, copy to follow:

My wife Dianna and I are owners of 5347 Backhouse Road nearby to the proposed subdivisionnoted above. I am writing to offer our support to the subdivision of the above mentionedlot.

Please note that the proposed subdivision is almost a mute point except for the addedbenefits to both the community, the immediate neighbours and the current owners for theirincreased tax base, restrictions on building and revenue from the sale respectively. I seethis as a WIN - WIN.

The property is entitled to have two homes at present, the subdivision only formalizes thecurrent permitted occupancy of the property. With a covenant to restrict each property to asingle home, the resultant built-out condition is no different than presently permittedexcept for the legal formality of an imaginary line between properties.

Additionally, the immediate neighbour who seems to be complaining the most can benefit frombuilding restrictions offered by the current owner. These restrictions such as a widesideyard setback and their care to accommodate existing house siting are not requirements ofthe current zoning. This immediate neighbour will therefore benefit from the proposeddevelopment although they might not have realized this yet.

Separate properties will have higher values and therefore increase the tax base in asignificant way, thereby benefiting the whole community with no down side to this equationsince two homes are permitted in the first place.

The current owners who are subdividing will benefit financially from the subdivision. Thisis a very good thing, since without their benefit, the other associated benefits toneighbours and the tax base would not be available.

Clearly this is a good thing. A WIN - WIN ... which we don’t often see in life.

As a concerned citizen and neighbour, I would ask that you accept the subdivision proposal.It might also be beneficial to the peaceful enjoyment of the neighbourhood if you couldexplain to the immediate neighbour how they can make this a WIN for them too.

Thanks very much for your attention.

Please feel free to contact me if you should have any questions or comments. My Cell is 684798 8092.

1
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Cheers

Rob and Dianna Simpson

Per Glotman Simpson Consulting Engineers Rob Simpson MBA, P.Eng.

2
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May 28, 2012

Mr. David Rafael

Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I have lived at 5333 Backhouse Road, two properties away from the Browns, for many years and

I am writing to support the above-noted Bylaw Amendments.

I have attended two public information meetings regarding the Brown’s application and I see no

reason why their application should not go forward. This is the second letter that I have

submitted in support of the Brown application.

The Browns have agreed to include covenants in their subdivision that will ensure that the

panhandle connecting the existing lot to Backhouse Road remains undeveloped and they have

also agreed to substantial setbacks and height restrictions to satisfy surrounding neighbours.

For these reasons I fully support the application for sub-division.

Yours Tml

Daphne Flail
5333 Backhouse Road

Halfmoon Bay, B.C.
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5351 BACKHOUSE ROAD, HALFMOON BAY, BC VON 1Y2

David Rafael, Chief Planner

____________________

SCRD
RECEIVED

SCRD JUN 112012

Dear Mr. Rafael:
PLANNING DIVISION

As long-term, full-time residents of Backhouse Road we are pleased to confirm

our continued support of the application by Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Brown.

In our opinion, the Browns have made every effort to respect local planning requirements and to take

into account the concerns expressed by some residents, both part-time and full-time. They have made a

positive contribution to our small community, and we hope they will be able to continue to do so.

We plan to be at the public meeting on the l3”, and look forward to the approval process reaching a

positive conclusion.

Sincyelv,
12

Raymond and Rosalie Potter

June
8th,2016
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For Submission at SCRD Public Hearing June 13, 2012 by Eleanor and George Lenz
Andrea-Lee Smith and Richard McGowan. Baekhouse Rd.,

Lynne and Ron Brown Subdivision Application re: Bylaws 325.20/310.137

This submission is regarding a covenant on the proposed panhandle driveway access
running adjacent to neighbouring property lines.

As the property owners adjacent to this subdivision proposal, an agreement with the
Brown’s, SCRD, MOTI and ourselves has been reached to include a 20 foot buffer
leaving a 12 foot driveway access. (Panhandle to proposed lot B)

The covenant which is to be placed on the panhandle is with the Sunshine Coast Regional
District , Lynne and Ron Brown, Eleanor and George Lenz, Andrea - Lee Smith and
Richard McGowan, all as signatories.

We are satisfied with this agreement.

Wording of the covenant is:

No land alteration, destruction of vegetation, or removal of
trees except for hazardous trees as agreed by the Regional
District within the panhandle area, including no construction
of panhandle driveway access to proposed lot B from
Backhouse Road, as well as a 20 foot buffer zone to the
adjacent properties, and that in the future should there
become a need for access via the panhandle, that these
restrictions would be reviewed by all signatories to come to a
suitable resolution. This covenant to be held in perpetuity
and running with the land.”
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Mr. David Rafael,
JU 201Senior Planner

Sunshine Coast Regional District
Field Road PLANNING DIVISION -

Sechelt, BC.

June 1st, 2012

Dear David:

Regarding Brown Subdivision Proposed Panhandle - Bylaws Nos. 325.20/3 10.13.

Local Services Act

SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS
[includes amendments up to B.C. Reg. 4/2010, January 14,

2010]

Stage 2: AppHcation
The applicant submits the following to the District Transportation Office. Be as thorough
as possible, since Ministry staff will return applications with required items missing. We
strongly suggest that the applicant submit all the other items as well; any missing
information delays processing.
Required items include:

All steep banks or slopes exceeding 2 iii high and all slopes oC 25% or
greater, within or adjacent to the proposal area

The Brown subdivision plan does not appear to show elevations or slopes.

Characteristics not approvable
4 . 04 Without limiting the generality of section 4.01,

approval of any subdivision may be refused if it

(a) contains

1
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(I) land which is subject to erosion, or

(ii) a parcel which is divided by land subject to erosion into

areas not suited to the use to which it is intended,

(b) contains land which

(i) may slip when developed, used or occupied,

(ii) when developed, used or occupied may cause land on

an adjacent parcel to slip, or
(iii) may be inundated by a land slip if land above on

another parcel slips,
(c) contains land which is subject to flooding so as to render

it unsuitable for the use to which it is intended, or

(d) contains land which because of inadequate drainage is

not suitable for the use to which it is intended.

Covenant
4 . 05 Notwithstanding the requirements of section 4.04,

the subdivision of land which is subject to any of
the conditions described in section 4.04 may be
approved, provided that the owner agrees in
writing to registering a condition or covenant
pursuant to section 219 of the Land Title Act

2
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SCRD
RECEIVED

David Rafael, Senior Planner JUN 072012Sunshine Coast Regional District
Field Road, Sechelt, BC. PLANNING DIVISIONJune7, 2012

Dear David,

This letter does not nullify or replace the one sent on our behalf by the Lenz’s dated June6/12 re; panhandle covenant wording. It is basically the same except for one addition(see 2. below). We added this because although it’s been mentioned, we have not seen theSCRD as a signatory party to the existing driveway written anywhere.For the sake of brevity we have also omitted excerpts from the Local Services Act quotedin the Lenzs’ June 6/12 letter. However, the Lenzs’ want to be sure that this informationis not lost or overlooked as it supports the rationale for the panhandle covenant (1.).
Regarding the Ron Brown Subdivision Proposal - Bylaws Nos. 325.20/310.13.We are adjacent property owners to the Browns property and their proposed subdivision.
Please see our requests below for Covenants for the proposed panhandle and easement(1. & 2.), and also our preferred panhandle/road access solution, (3.).
1. Should the Brown’s proposal proceed, we request a covenant be placed on theproposed panhandle with the Sunshine Coast Regional District, Lynne and Ron Brown,Eleanor and George Lenz, Andrea-Lee Smith and Richard McGowan as signatories,and be worded as follows:

“No buildings, land alteration, destruction of vegetation, or removal of trees except forhazardous trees as agreed by the Regional District within the panhandle area, includingno construction of panhandle road access to proposed lot B from Backhouse Road, aswell as a 12 foot buffer width to the adjacent properties, and that in the future shouldthere become a need for access via the panhandle, that these restrictions would bereviewed by the above signatories to come to a suitable resolution. This covenant is to beheld in perpetuity and running with the land.”

2. Institute use of the existing driveway as the sole access to proposed Lot B, inperpetuity and running with the land, and with the SCRD and/or MOTI as signatories.
3. Our preference is Jeffrey Moore’s (MOTI) first suggestion of an 8.0 m lane/panhandlealong the existing driveway/proposed easement. As we are told this would create ahooked parcel, we would support this proposal if there were a “no build” covenanton the upper portion of the property, in perpetuity and running with the land.

Sincerely yours,

Richard McGowan and Andrea-Lee Smith, 5418 Backhouse Rd., Halfmoon Bay, BC
c:Jeffrey Moore, MOTI
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David Rafael

From: Lauren Taylor [ltaylor@sd46.bc.ca] RECEIVED —

Sent: June-09-12 2:18 PM

To: David Rafael JUN 1 1 2012

Subject: opposition to bylaw nos. 325.20/310.137

LPLANNING DiVISION

David: please forward to Lee Turnball, Gary Nohr, Steven Olmstead

I continue to be OPPOSED to the bylaw and ammendments. it has been a year o-F meetings and

letters and I still do not see the merits of going ahead with this change. I wonder how much

this has cost the taxpayers??

I understand that Mr. Brown can build a house anyway. I just don’t want to see the potential

precendence set for the next 50 + property owners anticipating this change for monetary gain

only. This has caused a huge rift in the close neighbors from an individual that has been

here for a few years compared to our community of 40+ years.

Lauren Taylor

5406 Backhouse Rd.

Halfmoon Bay, B.C.

1. It goes against community values and the OCP 2. It sets a dangerous precedent (there are

at least 40 lots in the Halfmoon Bay vicinity that are just less than 5 acres....) 3. The

proposed development is opposed by a majority of immediate neighbours (9/14) 4. The proposed

development is non-conforming and the development provides no benefit to the community- -

irregular lot shape, small projection with building site down by the water,covenanted

driveway easement and covenanted panhandle.

1
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David Rafael

From: P.taylor [l.taylor@dccnet.com]

___________________

Sent: June-09-12 1:56 PM SCRDTo: David Rafael RECEIVEDCc: Ltaylor@dccnet.com
Subject: Bylaw nos. 325.20/310.137
Attachments: SCRD LETTER.docx kyle

PLANNING DIVISION

I am OPPOSED to the bylaw /zoning change RE: Ron and Lynne Brown.
Please forward to Lee Turnball, Garry Nohr, Steven Olmstead.

S.C.R.D

Attention: Mr. Rafael: Planner

Planning and Development Division

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Re: Ron and Lynne Brown Subdivision Application for OCP/Zoning Bylaw

Amendments 325.20/3010.137

Dear Mr. Rafael,

The residents of this area have all invested a large part of their lives, and financial resources to build and be apart of the small community that exists on Backhouse road. The greatest asset this community has is the naturalbeauty and unique unspoken sense of community that has developed over the decades. The natural beauty isallowed to exist as development in this area has provided relatively ample space for natural landscape, andcorridors for wildlife. The greatest threat to our ecosystems today is development and climate change, and I amconcerned today with the latter. The re-zoning of a single household lot to facilitate another house to be builtand sold, will set a contagious precedent for the future developments and present landowners in the community.This is a precedent that I am not supportive of, as I reside here to enjoy the space and the environment that thecurrent zoning bylaws support.

1
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The proposal to subdivide lots is driven purely by an individuals economic interest, and should be denied on
these grounds, as they fail to increase not only the economic holdings of community residents, but also threaten
the very reason residents value their landholdings in this community. This value being the natural environment
and current density, zoning of the area.

James Taylor Armstrong

BA Economics, Mt A. U.

MA Environmental Management, C.T.U.

5406 Backhouse Rd.
Halfmoon Bay. B.C.

2
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David Rafael

From: l.taylor [l.taylor @ dccnet.com]Sent: June-11-12 9:15 PMTo: David Rafael
Subject: bylaw rezoning Mr and Mrs Brown

RECEIVED

JUN 12 2012To bavid Rafael
PLANNING DIVISION

From Kyle Armstrong

5406 Backhouse Rd
V

Halfmoon Bay.

I continue to be opposed to the rezoning of the Ron / Lynne Brownapplication made to the scrd..

1. It goes against community values and the OCP (rural by nature)
2. It sets a dangerous precedent (there are at least 40 lots in theHalfmoon Bay vicinity that are just less than 5 acres....)

3. The proposed development is opposed by a majority of immediateneighbours (9/14)

4. I realize that they can build a house anyway but there are no meritsfor this rezoning bylaw amendment to be approved.

1
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David Rafael

From: grace taylor [gmaggietay@gmail.com]

Sent: June-08-12 9:00 PM

_______________________

To: David Rafael
SCAD

Subject: Bylaw Nos.325.20/31 0.137
RECEIVED

JUN 112012

My property is located at 5404 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay, B.C.
PLANNING DIVISION

I am opposed to this Bylaw and its amendments.

Yours truly.
Grace Taylor

David, please forward copies to Lee Tumbull, Garry Nohr, and Steven Olmstead

Please confirm your receipt of this email

1
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SCAD

1
RECEIVED

JUN 122012

PLANNING DIVISION

Letter to the Editor

Friday June 8th, Coast Reporter

On June 13th at Coopers Green at 7 PM there will be a Public Hearing which all Coast residents

committed to the vision of keeping our Regional District “Rural by Nature” should attend. This hearing

will consider an application for Official Community Plan and zoning amendments that would allow a

subdivision in the Halfmoon Bay area that could set a precedent for all rural areas.

Nine of fourteen immediate neighbours of this development scheme oppose, or have concerns about,

the proposal, yet the Sunshine Coast Regional District is proceeding. Why?

For almost a year we have been attempting to draw the attention of the SCRD Planning Committee to

the community, environmental and future development implications of this irregular subdivision. If this

project moves forward there are at least 2 dozen lots in the Wood Bay/Secret Cove area that will

potentially be entitled to similar consideration. If approved this project could set a precedent. As Coast

citizens, is this what we want?

Many in the community have been working hard to develop our new Official Community Plan, and to

make it a document which gives careful thought to conserving the special nature of our Sunshine Coast

region. If we are going to consider greater density, shouldn’t developers fairly return tangible shared

benefits - improved beach access, public road access, funds for park creation and/or development, for

instance? This scheme offers nothing except profit to the current owner at the expense of their

neighbours.

We are concerned by the SCRD’s possibly new laissez-faire attitude to development, and believe other

Sunshine Coast residents will be as well. This approach could substantively alter the very nature of our

special community. Shouldn’t serious changes involve the whole community - not simply the few?

Please attend - and speak - at this important Public Hearing - Wednesday, June 13th at Coopers Green.

Time to have your voice heardl

Signed The Fockler Family, The Parmiters, Lauren Taylor, Grace Taylor, and Barb Hately
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June 9th 2012

SCRD
RECEIVED

JUN 122012

Dear David Rafael and the PDC Board, PLANNG DIVISION

We oppose rezoning for subdivision and would prefer that the Browns build strata developmentbecause this would not set a precedent for rural areas on the Coast. By building strata it wouldnot be so time consuming for the affected neighbours—the Browns would be permitted to build.With the subdivision process we have found it very difficult to have our input incorporated andare concerned that if this were to happen in other neighbourhoods, other landowners would haveto participate in this demanding process as well. That said, we have drafted 6 alternate proposalsbecause the PDC has encouraged us to do so. We will ‘participate without prejudice’ andpresent these at the PH on June 13th

We want to explain some of our ideas now so that you will better understand our perspectivewhen we present our material at the PH. Proposal #1 is our most preferred option. It providesthe community benefit of a public road extension, and would create two regularly shaped lots(see draft below). Privacy would be maintained for all the immediate (Fockler, Mieklejohn,Brown) neighbours and no covenants would be required. Also there would be no access routedifficulty in the future as a shared driveway and covenanted panhandle are not required. JeffreyMoore, the Approving Officer, has indicated that a public road extension or a dedicated publiclane would be the preferred routes of access. Our first proposal fulfils this criteria.

——--------—-1

7

We will discuss Proposals #2 and# 3 at the PH. They provide other options but are less desirableto us and the community than Proposal#1.

Proposal #4 is the least preferred of our options because it provides NO community benefits,requires 3 covenants: (one on the panhandle, one on the driveway easement and one for thebuilding site). It has an irregular lot configuration,, and has the house site on the small strip ofland by the waterfront. As the most affected neighbour, this will greatly reduce our privacy aswell as the Mieklejohn’s, our neighbour to the north.. This proposal could have access routedifficulties in the future if the shared covenanted driveway becomes contentious. This proposal

-..

...........

//
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is the one that is most similar to the Browns original proposal. We’ve suggested moving the

house towards the Browns in this proposal because the house site the Browns have suggested is
right on top of a rocky knoll that is considerably higher than our property. This would make the

sight lines of the house proposed by the Browns look directly over our property and the
Miekljohns. Our proposal #4 at least moves the house site off the knoll and would place the
‘new house’ in line with the Browns’ existing house. That being said we see this as a very
unfavourable option as it would drastically increase congestion and effective density along the
shore.

We met with the Browns and David Rafael on May 8th and presented our 4 original proposals.
The Browns were not interested in any of them at that time and no discussion ensued. When we
attempted a further meeting, the Browns set many parameters: David Rafael would have to be
present, our proposals would not be discussed, building height and size were not to be
considered, only lot setback lines were to be a point of discussion. We set two additional
mutually agreed upon times to meet but unfortunately the Browns were ultimately unwilling to
do so.

At this time we would like you to reflect on community needs and benefits and try to make a
decision that would consider all of us. Rezoning is a privilege, not a right. This is precedent
setting. If rezoning is to proceed, please set some reasonable constraints on this development
that landowners can agree with now and in the future.

Sincerely, Louise Bradford (for the Focklers)
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RECEIVED

JUN 13 2012
Re: Brown. OCP & Zoning Amendment Bylaws Nos. 325.20/310.137 PLANNING DIVISION

Proposed subdivision of Lot 15. District Lot 4537. Plan LMP794. locally known as 5322 Backhouse
Road. Halfmoon Bay. BC.

June 12, 2012

Dear Sunshine Coast Regional District Board of Directors and David Rafael, Senior Planner,

I am writing to formally register my objections to the proposed subdivision of the above mentioned
property and the resulting creation of a new bylaw amendment to accommodate one applicant. I am an
adjoining property owner.

I recognize that the OCP is a “living document” that can and may at times be altered or amended to
address the needs or direction of the community. As a dynamic document, changes should only occur if
they can be repeated and there is some overall benefit to the community. I can see absolutely no
merits whatsoever to this proposal for rezoning. Furthermore the process has created a division and
awkwardness among neighbours and friends that was completely unnecessary and directly related to
this issue.

I thought, naively perhaps, that the OCP with its zoning and bylaws, protected residents and
government from continually having to deal with proposals for change that did not fit within its
framework. I thought it was supposed to maintain the status quo reflected in the document created in
large part by members of its community. The document that reflects the vision and values of most of
it’s residents. At the recent Halfmoon Bay.Community Forum meeting in March, a consistent theme
came forth, “maintaining the rural character and managing future growth.”

The SCRD website Planning Department page states, “The principal functions of the SCRD Planning and
Development Division are:” “to administer SCRD land use bylaws and policies”.

Throughout this entire process it has felt like we were fighting for something that was already
predetermined, that our concerns were unfounded, that to ask for the Halfmoon Bay OCP and the
Bylaws for our area to be upheld was unreasonable. The planning department was so set on having this
application go forward that a new Subdivision District could be created to facilitate this. At what cost, I
would ask? Besides fracturing our community and creating much angst, surely the expenses incurred by
SCRD staff to date far exceed the application fees.

The SCRD “Guide to Rezoning Applications” states: “If your proposal is not consistent with the OCP
designation, a plan amendment will also be necessary. Your chances of a successful rezoning are
significantly reduced where a plan amendment is required and it will be necessary for you to present a
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compelling reason why the OCP should be amended to accommodate your proposal”. We have not, as

of yet, been made aware of this “compelling reason.”

I believe the some staff at the planning department and some members of the current board of the

SCRD think that those of us that oppose this application do not fully understand the current zoning and

what is allowable. Please consider the following:

I am fully aware that the applicants can currently build a second dwelling on the property.

I am fully aware that they can also stratify the property if they so desire.

I am also fully aware that there are a number of smaller parcels in the immediate vicinity which

comprise the “Backhouse Road” subdivision as this is frequently brought to the attention of those of us

who oppose this application. It seems ironic that on one hand we are told that our concerns about

setting a precedent with such an amendment are unfounded (as each application is judged on its own

merits and must prove adequate septic, water, drainage, engineering and ecological issues etc) and yet

on the other hand we will later be told many times that smaller lots already exist right next door so why

do we object? We object because the line needs to be drawn somewhere. Just because a “vacation”

development was created in the 1960’s with little or no forethought to the fundamental issues of

potable water and sewer, does not mean that it makes it okay to have smaller lot sizes all around it.

In closing, I must say I hope that a new subdivision district will not be created to accommodate this

proposal. There are no benefits to the immediate community or the community at large, and it goes

against the values of the community set forth in the current OCP. In addition, it sets a risky precedent

for other properties, no valid “compelling” reasons for rezoning except personal gain have been given,

and the proposed lot configuration is complicated and doesn’t best address our future needs. As well as

all this, the majority of immediate neighbours are opposed and have expressed their concern.

Thanking you in advance for your time and careful consideration of this matter,

Barbara Hately

5403 Ole’s Cove Road,

Halfmoon Bay, BC
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David Rafael

From: Claire Hately [chately@gmail.com]

Sent: June-11-12 10:57 PM

To: David Rafael

Subject: Re: Brown, OCP & Zoning Amendment Bylaws Nos. 325.20/310.137

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I would like to formally register my objections to the proposed subdivision of Lot 15, District Lot 4537, Plan LMP794,

locally known as 5322 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC.

As a long time resident of Secret Cove, born and raised on Ole’s Cove Road, the preservation of our small community

and beautifully forested land is of great concern to myself, my family, and our neighbors.

Sincerely,
Claire Hately SCRD

RECEIVED

5403 Ole’s Cove Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC. JUN 12 2012

Sent from my Windows Phone PLANNING DIVISION

1
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SCRD
RECEIVED.7,’

JUN 132012David Rafael

_______________

From: Regan Hately [Regan.Hately@questu.ca] DIVISIONSent: June-12-12 3:43 PM
To: David Rafael
Subject: Re: Brown, OCP & Zoning Amendment Bylaws Nos. 325.20/310.137

Dear Board of Directors,

Please accept this letter a formal registration of my disapproval regarding the proposed subdivision of Lot 15, District Lot 4537, PlanLMP794, locally known as 5322 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC.

This subdivision would negatively affect our neighbourhood. While potentially serving the financial interests of the property owner, Ifail to see how this subdivision will benefit any other members of our rural community. Not only do the majority of immediateneighbours oppose the subdivision, it blatantly goes against both the OCP and our shared community values. We choose to live herelargely because of the secluded, rural lifestyle; and subdivisions like this will likely increase the population density of the area andcause the destruction of much of the forest and green space that shelters and offers us our much-appreciated privacy. If thissubdivision is allowed, then a dangerous precedent will be set for this area; opening the door for further projects that will threaten ourpreferred way of life and our established community values.

This subdivision does not conform with current regulations and does not conform with the values and desires of the community; thissubdivision should be no exception. We should not bend over backward for the financial gain of one party while the rest of thecommunity suffers. If rezoning is going to happen, then concessions need to be made for the neighbourhood, yet the property ownersrefuse to cooperate with the community to find a mutually-acceptable solution.

Thank you for considering my letter.

Sincerely,

Regan Hately

1
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/ HEGEIVELJ

‘UN 13 2012David Rafael

From: Aaron Hately [ahately@shaw.ca] PLANNING DIVISION
Sent: June-12-12 3:39 PM
To: David Rafael
Subject: Re: Brown, OCP & Zoning Amendment Bylaws Nos. 325.20/310.137

Dear Mr. David Rafael & SCRD Board of Directors,

I would like to formally register my objections to the proposed subdivision of Lot 15, District Lot 4537, Plan
LMP794, locally known as 5322 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay, B.C.

I am opposed to the rezoning for a variety of reasons. Foremost would be the fact that it completely ignores our
community values, and also the Official Community Plan set forth and governed by the SCRD. I fear a direct
result of creating a new subdivision, to suit this particular property owner; will set a dangerous precedent for
other neighbourhoods. In our small neighbourhood alone, 9 of 14 immediate neighbours are opposed to this
proposed development.

I am fully aware that the property is already zoned to accommodate 2 dwellings. However I feel that this
project is non-conforming to our community beliefs because it doesn’t satisfy the proper requirements, i.e.
irregular lot shape, small projection with building site down by the water, covenanted driveway easement and
covenanted panhandle. With that being said I feel this particular development provides no benefit to the
community in any way. The only party that will benefit from this new subdivision is the current property owner
who is motivated solely by financial gain.

Additionally my questions to you Mr. Rafael are:

• Why is the SCRD accommodating this individual property owner to such an extent to create a
completely new subdivision zoning?

• What is wrong with the zoning’s that have been previously put forth?
• What impact will this new zoning have on other areas?

I feel it would only be fair to study this issue further, and gather information from the entire area in order to
accurately gauge those favourable to this type of development, and those opposed.

Thank you for your consideration on this matter.

Sincerely,

Aaron Hately, M.Sc, B.B.A.
Seagard Construction Ltd.
5403 Oles Cove Rd.
Halfmoon Bay B.C.
VON 1Y2

1
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__________________________________

SCRD

DARIN PATRICK DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION LTD RECEIVED

UNIT 4—5477 WHARF RI) SECHELT B.C

PHONE 604-741-3358

EMAIL darindesignsrdccnet.com

P0 Box 133 MadeiraPark B.C. VON 2H0 PLANNING DIVISION

To whom it may concern: June 12 2012

Re: Brown, OCP & Zoning Amendment Bylaws Nos. 325.20/310.137

I am a resident at 5417 Oles Cove Road.

I would like to formally register my objections to the proposed subdivision of Lot 15, District Lot 4537, Plan

LMP794, locally known as 5322 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC.

I am strongly opposed to the planned subdivision of this property because the guidelines of the Halfmoon Bay

OCP and existing bylaws are being challenged to accommodate the financial gains of a private individual with

no benefits to the community. The possibility that this will lead to more applications of this nature diminishes

the important work that has been administered in the development of the current OCP.

Sincerely

Darin Patrick
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RECEIVED

May 15,2012
JUN 122012

PLANNING DIVISION

Re: Brown Subdivision Application for OCP and Bylaw 310 Rezoning: Bylaw Amendments 325.20

and Bylaw 310/13 7

Dear SCRD Planning and Development Committee and Board:

At the April l9 Planning and Development Committee meeting we were advised by the Board to try

to consider Browns’ subdivision application and work with the RD to find some common ground

between us - the most affected neighbour (Lot 12) - and the Browns. We wish to update you.

Last Tuesday, May 8th, we met with David Rafael and Ron and Lynne Brown for about an hour and a

half and made four proposals for house placement and lot configuration for proposed Lot A. All four

proposals were immediately rejected without any real discussion or negotiation. We’ve included our

four proposals as an attachment. David wrote up the proposals initially in black and added our further

comments in orange and the Browns in red. We were trying to think of various options that might be

considered that would better respect the lay of the land and make having a house beside us seem more

agreeable. The Browns seem intent to retain their original plan from August 2011.

After meeting with the Browns we met Eleanor and George Lenz and Andrea Lee Smith and walked

the lot line of the panhandle of proposed Lot B with David Rafael. These neighbours expressed concern

at the oddly proposed “panhandle” road access. We all wondered how this could be considered

realistic, let alone legal. We would like to understand how such a potential driveway corridor - created

at the behest of MoTI - could be feasible given the fact that the SCRD intends on placing a no tree

removal covenant on it.

We believe it is a privilege to obtain OCP and Zoning Bylaw amendments, not a right. We also believe

the community should somehow benefit when amendments are granted. How can the Committee

rationalize the proposed changes to the OCP and creation of a completely new zone that allows one

individual to substantially benefit at the expense of their adjacent neighbours enjoyment of their own

properties, especially when such an unusual zoning change must certainly set precedent for all electoral

areas in the SCRD?

We are trying our best to participate in this process and simply question how our interests - and those

of the greater community’s - are being fairly considered and accommodated. We seek your counsel as

the most impacted neighbour in this scenario and would greatly appreciate a few answers at this point.

Many thanks,

Louise Bradford, Trisha Beaty and Sylvia Fockler
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SCRU
RECEIVEDNotes for Nohr Meeting

JUN 122012Tuesday May 29th with Louise. Bradford, Trisha Beaty and John Fockler

PLANNING DIVISION
1. We’re trying to reach common ground where do we go from here’ r2. The Browns’ are trying to affect change. . . .we have nothing to gain.3. We keep getting threatened with strata development option. Right now we don’t see howit’s any worse than this subdivision application. In fact since it’s not precedent settingand doesn’t require OCP changes maybe it’s better. . . .To date for the subdivision, none ofour input has been incorporated.

4. A solid 9/14 immediate neighbours have spoken out against this proposal. How aretheir/our needs being met?
5 WE are the most affected neighbours and we’re now in a difficult position because thisproposal has gone to 2nd reading and no real restrictionlconstraints have been put on theBrowns. ie we have no leverage in negotiation with the Browns. When will the SCRDexert some control?
6. Browns’ proposal is irregular and problematic: no public road, covenant on panhandle,no community benefit.
7. We presented 4 proposals: None of the first three were considered. Our first is the bestone for the community. An OCP/bylaw amendment is a privilege not a right, the Brownsshould have to make some concessions for the community. Proposal #1 Creates a backview lot with a public road and a waterfront lot, both of which are more regularly shaped.#2 Has the shared driveway and waterfront access but includes problematic panhandlewith covenant., as do options 3 and 4 so they are less desirable as well. . #3 Shareddriveway and house site behind existing driveway back where there are views across thestrait. #4 is the only one the Browns will consider at this point. They need to beencouraged to understand that we all need to find common ground for a propercommunity solution here. Threatening a house location 1.5 meters from our property lineis NOT negotiating. . .notice how they get protective when we suggest the house movecloser to them....

8. WE think there may be conflict of interest with the ‘pro’ subdivision letters ie theseletters come from Realtors and Developers9. We’re for maintaining status quo where there is no community conflict.
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June 11, 2012

Mr. David Rafael,
Senior Planner,
SCRD Planning and Development Dept,

Cc: Mr. Garry Nohr,
Cc:Ms. Lee Turnbull,
Cc: Mr. Lorne Lewis
Cc: Ms. Donna Shugar
Cc: Mr. Frank Mauro

Dear Mr. Rafael.

Re: 5322 Backhouse Road Subdivision Proposal and OCP Amendment

I have listened to the arguments for and against this proposal for months now. I
attended the facilitated meeting last November that Garry Nohr also attended.

I am really flabbergasted that this application for an amendment of the OCP and
bylaws has been allowed to get this far and use up such a ridiculous amount of
resources of the Halfmoon Bay Region and Sunshine Coast Regional District. Are
there not better things to do?

This, at its core, is a simple application by a landowner to subdivide his lot into two
in violation of the existing OCP. Isn’t the whole scheme of OCP regulation intended
to support variance applications that are non-contentious and deny those that are
contentious? Here you have one landowner clearly trying to do something that
many, many others find objectionable.

And it’s not like this application will generate many new jobs, result in substantially
more tax revenue, or even end up successfully making its sponsors a lot of money,
which is their objective. We all know about the huge glut of building lots for sale on
the Sunshine Coast. Many of these are on the waterfront and lots are simply not
selling.

So I see all this amazing effort, all this time and money spent on an application that
should have been killed at the outset, the minute it was realized that a lot of
opposition existed to this application. Approval of this application will empower
every single landowner who wants to subdivide their property in violation of the
existing OCP to do so — regardless of whether they are opposed or not!

My question is: why has this application proceeded when it tiles against the basic
principles of the OCP, especially at a time when the OCP is being revised. The OCP
exists to stop this kind of development where there is a lot of local opposition. it was
established last September that much opposition exists to the Brown’s application.
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The SCRD now has a chance to kill this application once and for all. It is nonconforming, it sets a terrible precedent, it wastes valuable time and resources of theSCRD and it has clearly created a great deal of angst and conflict betweenneighbours and ratepayers. Reject it now — better late than never - and let theapplicant come back another time with a conforming application or after the OCP isrevised to allow this kind of thing.

Yours truly,

Ross Beaty
604-418-3486
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Donna Shugar, Chair, SCRD Planning & Development Committee,

Lee Turnbull, past Chair, SCRD Planning & Development Committee

Lorne Lewis, Elphinstone Representative

May 7, 2012

Re: Brown Subdivision Application for OCP and SCRD Bylaw 310 Rezonlng: Bylaw
Amendments 325.20 and Bylaw 3101137: PublIc Hearing on June 13th, 7:00PM,
Coopers Green Hall, Halfmoon Bay

Dear Directors Lee Turnbuil, Donna Shugar, and Lorne Lewis:

As you are all familiar with this subdivision application for rezoning since it first came to the
attention of the SCRO Planning & Development Committee and SCRD Board for First
Reading last July 2011, we would appreciate all three of you attending the Public Hearing
scheduled for Wednesday, June 13th, 2012 at 7:00PM at Coopers Green Hall, Halfmoori Bay.

Since our last contact with you when we presented as delegates at the April 19th Planning &
Development Committee, we understand that:

1. All Board Directors on the SCRD Planning & Development Committee do not receive a
complete transcript of the Public Hearing presentations: From a phone call discussion Sylvia
had with Steve Olmstead, Manager, SCRO Planning & Development Division, he informed us
that although the Public Hearings proceedings are planned to be recorded, the SCRD Board
Directors who do not attend the Public Hearing do not receive a transcript of the recorded
presentations and proceedings, but only receive a summary staff report paraphrasing the
content of the proceedings.

2. Directors Garry Nohr. and Frank Mauro have been formally delegated by the Board to chair
or co-chair the Public Hearing. ( David Rafael’ s information.) We witnessed on April 19th that
Director Nohr made the formal motion to approve the Brown application for rezoning to
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Second Reading, with Frank Mauro (newly elected to the Board last November) and
previously unaware of the local neighbours’ objections to this application for rezoning)
seconding the motion. We noted that Director Turnbull voted against this motion on April 19th,
with the mast primary reason given that you/she had not had tIme to complete reading the
package öf.letters from the local neighbours who have serious concerns about this application
for rezorilng.

3. In making the decision to proceed to Second Reading on April 19th, the P& D Committee
favoured allowing the subdivision application to proceed through rezoning because they
perceive that the subdivision application process allows more opportunity for public input and
community benefit. Director Lewis stated that there is more opportunity for control over the
building requirements of future development in a subdivision process than the default option
of the landowner creating a strata title. However, to date no public input for community
benefits have been incorporated, such as guaranteed direct road access without further
deforestation and blasting of steep slopes next to neighbouring residences, public foreshore
access, and a lot configuration that follows the lay of the land instead of being divided into two
smaller portions by the existing driveway. Thus, the SCRD Board has not asserted any
control over assuring a longterm benefit for the surrounding neighbourhood.

We would appreciate your attendance at the Public Hearing to give additional perspective on
what comunity benefits and values are being requested. Thank you.

Sincerely, Sylvia Fockler, Louise Bradford & Trisha Beaty
5323 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay, B.C.
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John Fockler, April 26, 2012

I— SCAD
April 26th2012 I RECEIVED

APR26ZODavid Rafael

1 LANNING OMSIONSenior Planner

SCRD Planning and Development Division,

1975 Field Road,

Sechelt, BC

Re: Brown Subdivision Application for OCP/Zonin2 Bylaw Amendments 325.. 20 and 310. 137

Dear Mr Rafael:

My sister, Louise, forwarded to me your email from April 2012, the day after we attended thePlanning & Development Committee meeting. I must admit this whole process has been a learningcurve for me. Your prompt proposals to begin drafting the covenants are very timely. While attendingthe meeting last Thursday I left with the impression the reasons that the Planning & DevelopmentCommittee felt it was important to approve this rezoning was that it would allow for community input.You can only imagine my surprise then when I saw that your proposals for location and size were thesame proposals that the Browns put forward originally last summer. As we were told that the•subdivision process would now provide us with our opportunity to have some input here is what I havecome up with after looking at the map of Lot A.

I realize I am not qualified to be a planner as you are, however when I look at the map you provided tous with the proposed configuration of Lot A, it appears that there is a much easier solution than tryingto squeeze a residence into the lower waterfront part of Lot A. The first problem which arises is that theBrowns do not wish to have a building next to their home which affects their sight lines. I notice thatyou have dealt very thoroughly with this problem by suggesting a 20 M setback from the ocean.However, this moves the building back on the property closer to our residence. Our (original) residencewas built further back on the property because at that time everything had to be done manually. Therewere no cement pumps, no electricity, no water and it was hard manual labour to complete the cabin. Itappears to me, that if the Browns’ proposed lot configuration and initially proposed building site isapproved that they are being given the opportunity to have a covenant to protect their residence fromhaving a home built beside it that blocks their view, but we are not.
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John Fockler, April 26,2012

As I mentioned in the previous paragraph, it appears to me as a layman that there is a much more

logical proposal which would solve many of the disagreements which have arisen over this rezoning.

How about the new residence on Lot A be built above the private driveway? This suggestion has many

positives which may not have occurred to you. Firstly, because it would be at a higher elevation it

would have commanding views of the Malaspina Straight all the way across to Vancouver Island.

Secondly, the effect on the Browns and the Focklers would not be as noticeable. Lastly, this would

allow the new homeowners access to Backhouse Road and their own private beach access for their

personal use. In fact, I cannot see why this proposal was not originally put forward. I am therefore

requesting that you prepare a proposal for the public hearing which locates the building site above the

private driveway and that you prepare a covenant to prevent a building being built on the portion of Lot

A located below the private driveway.

I hope that you and the Browns can both immediately see the value of my suggestion and have the

appropriate covenants and plans drafted for the upcoming meeting as we will be in full support of this

proposal.

If I can be of any further help please don’t hesitate to contact me at: Ifockler@telus.net

Yours truly,

John Fockler (representing all the members of the Fockler family)

5323 Backhouse Road,

Halfmoon Bay, BC

cc. Garry Nohr, Halfmoon Bay Rep, and SCRD Board Chair

Donna Shugar, Chair, Planning & Development Committee

Lee Turnbull, Frank Mauro, Lorne Lewis

Steve Olmstead, Manager, SCRD Planning & Development Division
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Ed & Sylvia Fockler, June 11,2012 RECEIVED

JUN 132012
David Rafael, Senior Planner

PLANNING DIVISION

Planning & Development Division,

Sunshine Coast Regional District

1975 Field Road,

Sechelt, BC VON 3A1

June 11, 2012

Re: Browns’ Proposed Subdivision Application for

Halfmoon Bay OCP Zoning Bylaw Amendments 325.20, and

SCRD Zoning Bylaw 310.137 would set precedent for subdivision development for entire SCRD

Dear David Rafael:

We are the son and daughter-in-law of Pat Fockler, long-term property owner of 5323 Backhouse Road

(Lot 12), immediately adjacent on two sides to the Brown’s property, to the north on the waterfront

and to the west of their current driveway behind our cabin. We have enjoyed vacationing at and

working on maintaining the rural property at the family cabin in its natural waterfront paradise at the

end of Backhouse Road for up to 40 years. We are writing again before the June 13, 2012 Public

Hearing with some updates since we last wrote to you.

Community Dissent re Browns’ proposal:

We, along with at least eight other property owners and their families, representing NINE

properties within 100 meters of the Browns’ property, have written letters to oppose or express

serious concerns about zoning bylaw amendments allowing increased density in our immediate

Ole’s Cove and Backhouse Road neighbourhood and especially on the waterfront. We continue

to emphasize that this is a wider community issue that affects all of us and it is not only about our

personal needs.
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Ed & Sylvia Fockler, June 11, 2012
RECED

interest.” JUN 132012

PLANNING DiVISION

Reasons to Stop this Subdivision Application from proceeding -

With our commitment to long-term vision for what will most benefit the Halfmoon Bay and Sunshine
Coast community as a whole, and protect the natural environment which sustains us, we oppose the
proposed zoning amendments to the current Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan and SCRD
Zoning Bylaw 310 because:

1) These changes to our district bylaws are apparently being sought to accommodate short-term
personal financial interests; no reason has been given by the applicant except personal gain for
requesting approval for amending OCP and SCRD zoning rules so that their subdivision does
not contravene the current zoning category.

2) No community or environmental benefits have been offered or considered:
For example, none of the community benefits that we have suggested for consideration that are
usually required by the Land Title Act, Sec. 75(1) has been incorporated in the currently
proposed lot configuration in the form of extensions of the public road, or public foreshore
access. Normally, when zoning regulations are changed because of a new subdivision, the
developer will give back benefits to the community as concessions in order to have the request
for rezoning granted.

3) This proposed subdivision plan and lot configuration appears to ignore the intent and value of
three sets of laws. It ignores the current Halfmoon Bay OCP, as well as several sections of the
Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw 310 to protect the natural environment and
quality of life in our community. The proposed shared driveway combined with a circuitous
panhandle that also could have an SCRD covenant preventing its actual use for guaranteed
future road access, contravenes the intent of the Land Title Act, Section 75(1 a), that requires the
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to ensure public road access for all newly created
parcels. The bylaw amendments proposed since December 2011, including a circuitous
panhandle road access to Proposed Lot B, would require as many as four covenants to be in
place to protect and respect neighbours’ needs and expressed concerns. This is a cumbersome
and short term way of addressing neighbours’ concerns. It is possible for future owners to apply
to the SCRD and MoTI for the removal of covenants.

4) This new subdivision proposed sets an injurious and poorly conceived precedent to enable
much higher density not only on the waterfront north of Halfmoon Bay, but also for
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Ed & Sylvia Fockler, June 11, 2012

driveway becomes contentious.
If built, such a re-routing of the road access would be extremely expensive requiring
considerable blasting, and thus very damaging to the environment and privacy of all adjacent
neighbours. This appears to be a diversion of attention away from the obvious reality that the
existing road access separates the proposed new lot ‘A’ into two smaller parcels. The legal
definition of a hooked parcel on paper is being avoided by calling the existing road access a
privately shared driveway with a Section 219 Land Title Act covenant on it.

7) An entirely new precedent-setting pocket zoning category for the SCRD, allowing a
minimum parcel size of 8000 sq.meters, is now being proposed by the SCRD Planning
Division between First and Second Reading of the zoning amendments for both the
Browns’ two proposed lots. This new zoning category is proposed in order to
accommodate proposed lot configuration irregularities due to the Browns’ determination
to create two waterfront lots.
The Browns’ initial proposal last August, only had one non-conforming new lot less than 2.5
acres. With the addition of the proposed panhandle, the area of Proposed Lot A has been
reduced from its originally proposed size of 2.5 acres so that both lots would be non
conforming with existing zoning requiring a minimum 10,000 square meter parcel size.

The surrounding area is zoned subdivision district F (SCRD Zoning Bylaw 310) or Residential B in
the Halfmoon Bay OCP. This creation of a uniquely new zoning category along with the new
panhandle was apparently proposed to avoid the Proposed Lot A divided into two portions by the
shared driveway or potential public road extension from being legally defined as two hooked parcels.
No construction of sewage-generating buildings or structures are allowed on Hooked Parcels (SCRD
Zoning Bylaw 310, Section 404). **

8) There are plenty of other locations for higher density to be encouraged or approved in the
Halfmoon Bay electoral district which are deemed more suitable and which may be closer to
already developed amenities and public services, and involving land of the appropriate size to
meet current zoning requirements. (eg. Transportation, schools, stores, medical care, etc.)

For all these reasons, as our first choice, we urge this precedent-setting rezoning and subdivision
application to be stopped now.

Our compromise proposals will be presented at the Public Hearing on June 13th. (Please see our
written submission at the Public Hearing.)
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Ed & Sylvia Fockler, June 11,2012

enable a subdivision to occur with specific conditions. These conditionsfor granting
rezoning approval must be that the subdivision be designed to provide some community
benefit and respect for the neighbourhood in which it is located as well as benefiting the
applicant.

Sincerely,

Sylvia & Ed Fockler ( for the Fockler Family property at 5323 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay)
1124 Lawson Avenue

West Vancouver, BC

V7T 2E5

Phone: 604-926-0857

cc.: Garry Nohr, Area B Director, Halfmoon Bay
Donna Shugar, Chair, SCRD Planning & Development Committee

Frank Mauro, Director, Area A
Lee Tumbull, Past-Chair, SCRD Planning & Development Committee

Lome Lewis, Director, Area B

Steven Olmstead, General Manager, SCRD Planning & Development Division

*****************************************************************
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3une 10, 2012

Mr. Oavkl Rafael
senior Ptnner
Planning and Development Division
Sunshine Coast Regkmal DistiiCt
1975 FleId Road
Sechelt, SC•
VON 3A1

Dear Sir’

5UW)ECT UROWNAPPLXCAUON FOR OcP1 GYLAW’AMENDMENT 3252Of31O.137
I shall not be able’to attend the June 13, 2012 meetIng in this regard and am submitting this letter fbrtheSCRD’s conslderatlon

‘

I am one àf the owners of 5412 Backhouse Road This property has been in the Parmiter Imily since the early19705. My parents purchased this property for’ us rural charactér,, tranquil nature and spectacular view. My familyand I enjoy it for ‘those and a number of additional reasons many of which ditectW result from those qualities. Iwould hate, to see ‘our enjoyment of our property diminished by any such “inflir’ development whatsoever.
our property is part or this subclMslon aitJlouh not immediately adjacent to tile Brown’s property. As I see itapproval of this application Is the “thin edge of the wedge and’ consequently:

1) This would be the’ first step in materially and adversely changing the character and nature of thesubdivision and my fmiIy’s enjoyment thereof2) Any covenant placed upon the non-confonning lot would be subject to future OCP changes which wouldrelieve that covenant — Le. the possibility çf fufther 9nflhI” development3) I see no material benefit to the balance of the subdivision owners were this application to be apprnved.In facts quite the oppbsite

In view of the above I therefore ask that the subject application be definitively denied in its ëntirety.’’
I would also like to make a comment upon the conductance of this meeting. It is not possible for me to attend in‘person. ‘I had asked. Mr. Steven Olmstead if participating In this meeting using the web waS possible. He advisedme that it Is not. I am taken aback, Firstly, such tools are of common stuff and widely used. Secondly, it seems tome there would. likely be more attendees in public meetings such as this if physical presence alone were not Hueonly, and wholly unnecessary, prerequisite for Interactive participation. In this day and age very disappointing.

James Robert Parmiter
‘. .

ifJi2 3:51

1’.’.”
6044762113

PiGE 02

SCRD
RECEIVED

JUN 122012.

PLANNING DIVISION

cc Phillip Parrniter
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RECEIVED

June 12, 2012
JUN 132012

PLANNiNG DiVISiON

Attention:

David Raphael, Senior Planner

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Planning and Development Division

david.rafael@scrd.ca

Re: Public Hearing —June 13, 2012- OCP/Zoning amendment bylaws 325.20 and 310.137

Dear David,

Further to our first email of November 11, 2011 regarding the above subject matter — the purpose of

this letter is to once again express our preference to limit any bylaw changes that would permit new

development along Backhouse Road. As stated earlier, we are not keen to see the home and people

density increase along a small and already congested coastline.

However, we do recognize the rights of a property owner so should the bylaws be changed, we expect

the SCRD to embrace its responsibility to the community at large to ensure that the new development is

done in consideration of those most affected and is in line with the community spirit and interests of the

area.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

QQQ

Richard Meiklejohn, signed on behalf of Kat Janda, Cole and Finn Meiklejohn

5329 Backhouse Rd.
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David Rafael

From: Margaret Webb [webbma@telus.net]

Sent: June-12-12 9:44 AM

To: David Rafael

Cc: barbhately@dccnet.com

Subject: zoning amendment Lot 15, District Lot 4537, Plan LMP794 - Backhouse Rd., Halfmoon Bay

Hello,

I would like to register my opposition to this proposed rezoning. My reasons are as follows:

1. It goes against community values and the OCP. The OCP was put in place to protect the

rural character of Halfmoon Bay and reflects the wishes of the majority o-f residents.

2. It sets a dangerous precedent which can be used in the future to densify the Halfmoon Bay

area.

3. The proposed development is opposed by a majority of immediate neighbours.

4. The proposed development is non-conforming and the development provides no benefit to the

community - irregular lot shape, small projection with building site down by the

water, covenanted driveway easement and covenanted panhandle.

5. This subdivision will set a precedent for the entire Halfmoon Bay area which could lead

to further subdividing of properties and an increase in density, traffic, noise. The rural

values of this community will be compromised for the financial advantage of one person.

Sincerely,

Margaret Webb

webbmatelus . net

604 885 9664

PS I am a Hal-Imoon Bay resident and property owner since 1979. I feel that this area has

reached maximum density for a rural lifestyle which is why people move here.

1
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SCRD
RECEIVED

JUN 112012

June 10th, 2012 PLANNING DIVISION

Mr. David Rafael

Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

This letter is to add my support to Mr Ron Brown’s application to subdivide his 4.3 acre

property.
The proposed subdivition is consistent with cunent land use in the area & there is no concern

regarding water & septic systems.

The Browns have agreed to covenants that will guarantee the following:

Each lot will only have 1 house, resulting in no increase in density,

The new house will be set back 10 metres instead of the required 1.5, from the immediate

neighbours at the waterfront & there will be a 5 meter vegetative zone.

The proposed subdivision would results in 2 lots over 2 acres each, while all other view &

waterfront lots on Backhouse are less than 1/2 acre.

Your support will be appreciated,

Sincerely,
Lise Renix
8699 Redrooffs Road,

Halfmoon Bay, VON1Y1
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/ RECEIVED
Richard Austin Borthwick

II 2012
8230 Redrooffs Road

JVI1 “U Halfmoon Bay
BC VON 1Y1

PLANNING DIVISION
6th June, 2012

Mr. David Rafael

Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 3 10.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing to express my support for the proposed subdivision shown above. The following

are points which I would like to draw attention to as being significant in this application:

1. The proposed sub-division is consistent with current land use in the area and there are no

concerns regarding water and septic systems.

2. Approval of this sub-division will NOT set a precedent, according to SCRD staff.

3. The Browns have agreed to covenants that will guarantee that:

• each lot will have only one house resulting in no increase in density

• the new house will be set back 10 meters (instead of the required 1.5 meters) from the

immediate neighbours at the water front; there will also be a 5 meter vegetative zone.

• The panhandle connecting the existing lot to Backhouse Road will not be developed;

an easement will provide driveway access to the existing house.

4. The proposed subdivision would result in two lots of over 2 acres each, while all other

view and waterfront lots on Backhouse are less than one-half acre.

In addition to this please also note that all statutory requirements have been met:

• BC Hydro has no concerns about its right-of-way on the property.

• Ministry of Health has approved the septic requirements for the proposed new lot

• The Sechelt Indian Band has surveyed the property and are satisfied that the property is

not a culturally significant site.

• The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure has approved the sub-division and

the easement for use of the existing driveway subject to the SCRD zoning being

approved.

• The SCRD departments of infrastructure and finance do not have any concerns about the

proposed sub-division.

• Water: When the current Official Community Plan and Zoning By-Laws were enacted in

1991 they addressed concerns about potable water on properties. Now the Backhouse

Road area is served with Municipal water ensuring that potable water is readily available.

• A majority of area residents support the sub-division application.

Sincerely,
Richard Austin Borthwick
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David Rafael

From: Laurie Vance [lauriem .vance @ gmaiicom]

Sent: June-11-129:O6PM
SCRD

To: David Rafael
RECEIVED

Subject: Brown, OCP & Zoning Amendment Bylaws Nos. 325.20/310.1 7 JUN 12 2012

Dear David,
PLANNING DIVISION

I would like to formally register my objections to the proposed subdivision of Lot 15, District Lot 4537, Plan LMP794,

locally known as 5322 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC. As a realtor, planning consultant and homeowner In the

area I am particularly concerned about the intent to create a new El Subdivision District with an 8000 sq. meter

minimum parcel area. This seems completely out of step with the desire of the area residents in the current OCP

process to maintain the rural nature of the neighbourhood and not to permit spot zoning which will likely open a flood

of similar requests to move us away from this community objective. Setting this type of precedent prior to the adoption

of the Official Community Plan is not consistent with the values and objectives identified in the process that many

members of the community, staff and board members have been involved in to date.

The proponents are attempting to amend zoning which is non-conforming, creating panhandle lots, extensive

easements and covenants with absolutely no benefit whatsoever to the community as a whole. The proposed

development is opposed by the majority of residents and would be inconsistent with the objectives expressed by the

Halfmoor, Bay residents through the current OCP process.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

Warmest regards,

Laurie Vance
8439 & 8443 Redrooffs Road

Halfmoon Bay,
BC

1
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oct LL9S,QN
‘vliy 12, 2012

{i. Daid Ralael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional 1)1 stricl

RE: QCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos, 325.20 & 310:137 (Brown)5322 !3ackhouse Bay Road, l:lalfmoon Bay. BC’

Dear Mr. Ruih1.

I mu riting in support ol the above application ftr subdivision..

()ur limHy has a property [lear the sub led pmpcrty in question.

We have consulted with the applicant and arc ol the opinion that the application is quitesatisfactory and reasonable. We understand that under the application no increase in density isbeing sought, and that each lot will he over 2 acres in size. This seems reasonable to us. Weitso understand that water and Septic issues have been ccmidered and addressed in addition to ahole host o I’ other considerations that come to bear in this matter.

Fhe proposed application secm a reasonable and sound one, and we hilly support it.

SincereL).

l)uncan Pearce
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RECEIVED

JUN o2012

June 4,2013 PLANMNG DIVISION

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCPIZoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I would like to express my support for the subdivision referred to above. I would recommend the

subdividing of the property into 2 lots of 2 acres each. I have been coming to the Sunshine Coast

an entire lifetime(67 years) and a resident on the Sunshine Coast and business owner in Sechelt

for over 27 years. I have lived in Secret Cove for 8 years. The proposal seems more than

reasonable and will still maintain the desirability of the neighborhood.

ean Butler
5411 Secret Cove Road

Halfinoon Bay BC
VONIYO
WA
Box 2040
Sechelt BC
VON3AO
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Mk7755@gmaiI.com 604 885 6447

David Rafael (David.Rafael@scrd.ca), Senior Planner SCRD

Sunshine Coast Regional District RECEIVED

1975 Field Road

Sechelt BC VON 3A1

JUN j .2O12

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Bro LANNING DIVISION

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

I am a resident of Halfmoon Bay, living at 7755 Redrooffs Road since 2004. I am not a

close by neighbour, but I have known Ron and Lynne Brown for some time. The

Brown’s have my full support in the sub-division application for the property mentioned

above.

I understand that the Browns intend to put covenants on the lots which will guarantee no

increase in density, will provide for very deep setbacks at the waterfront area of 10

meters with a herbaceous area of 5 meters. In addition, an easement will connect the

existing house to Backhouse Road.

The property is larger than 4 acres as I understand it. The subdivision would create two

lots at slightly more than two acres each, which are very large in comparison with other

waterfront lots in the neighbourhood. Those lots are less than ½ an acre in size. There

are no concerns with potable water or septic considerations.

Everything looks to have been done to ensure that the immediate neighbour’s stated

concerns have been addressed.

I support the sub-division of this property is granted.

Sincerely

Marguerite Kotwitz

The letter will be delivered by electronic means to Mr Rafael.
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June 3, 2012

Mr. David Rael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 32520 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfinoon Bay, BC
Dear Mr. RaeL

I support Line and Ron. Browns application fir the sub-division of their property.The Browns have met all statutory requirements, and majority of residents are in support.I understand the SCRD department ofinfiastructure & fnance have no concerns about proposub-division.
So I el they should have the go ahead fir sub-division.

Sincerely,

Maria Garcia
8586 Redroo Rd.
Halñnoon Bay. BC

7 R’41 .‘1
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SCRD
RECEIVED

May31, 2012

JUN g4 2012

PLANNING DIVISION
Mr. David Raphael - Planner Sunshine Coast Regional District

Re: Subdivision Proposal at 5322 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay
Property Owners Lynne and Ron Brown.

Dear Sir:

I am writing to express my support for the above referenced Subdivision Proposal.
I live at 10190 Mercer Rd. Halfmoon Bay, and am an acquaintance of most of the families in our mutual
neighbourhood.

I have had an opportunity to review the proposed sub-division of the Brown property and I see noreason why it should not proceed.

Sincerely,

Michan Padovani

10190 Mercer Rd

Halfmoon Bay, BC VON 1Y2

(604) 885-6712
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I JUN112OiZ

LING DIVISION

June 11,2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

My name is Al Gaiway of 10387 Mercer Road, Halfmoon Bay (Secret Cove).
I support Ron & Lynne Brown’s application as per above.

Sincerely,

Al Gaiway
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JUN 112012

SCRD
PLANNING DIVISION

Attention: David Rafael

Re: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing is support of the proposed above mentioned sub-division application put forward by Ron

and Lynne Brown. As both my principal residence and my recreational property lie within the area

covered by the current OCP, I feel it prudent to offer my comments.

My understanding is that this proposed sub-division will not, according to SCRD staff, set a precedent for

other properties in the area, and that it is consistent with the current land use plan. It is my further

understanding that the Browns have agreed to provide a 10 meter set-back for the proposed new

house, exceeding the required 1.5 meters. I am aware that septic requirements have been approved by

the Ministry of Health; BC Hydro is satisfied with its right-of-way requirements; the sub-division and

driveway easement have, pending SCRD approval, been approved by the Ministry of Transportation and

Infrastructure; and finally that the SCRD departments of Infrastructure and Finance have no concerns

regarding this sub-division.

It appears to me that the Browns have followed all required processes for this application, and in some

cases have agreed to conditions above and beyond what would normally be required. I offer my total

support for this application, and plan on attending the Public hearing to be held this Wednesday, June

13th

Sincerely,

Mary Blockberger

9945 Wescan Road,

Halfmoon Bay, BC

VON 1Y2

10387 Mercer Road,

Halfmoon Bay, BC

VON 1Y2
(seasonal)
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JUN 112012June 11,2012

PLANNING DIVISION
Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

My name is Margaret Cohen of 10387 Mercer Road, Halfmoon Bay (Secret Cove).
I support Ron & Lynne Brown’s application as per above.

Sincerely,

Margaret Cohen
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JUN 112012

PLANNING DMSION

June 10, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

Please accept this letter in support of Lynne and Ron Brown’s application to subdivide their lot

located at 5322 Backhouse Bay Road. It is my understanding that the proposed subdivision of

the lot is not without precedent and includes a number of covenants that further protect any

future concerns that may arise. The two lots that will survive are each of a size much greater

than those existing in the area and given that the existing lot is zoned for two houses already the

severance into separate lots is not a significant change from the existing allowable development

Yours Truly,

C-
Robert and Louise Cameron
10-103 87 Mercer Road
Halfmoon Bay
VON 1Y2
778-989-1501
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David Rafael

From: George Pratt [prattproperty@gmail.comJ SCRD
Sent:

Da’M Rafael
AM RECEIVED

Subject: Submission concerning subdivision of Lot 15, Backhouse Road. JUN 122012

As a condition of subdivision, MoTI has required that a ‘panhandle’ be put in place to
VlSi N

the existing home after severing. This is in accordance with their policy regarding access to subdivided lots.

In the course of discussion concerning this application, we have heard SCRD staff state that they will impose a

covenant that would prohibit the cutting of any trees on that panhandle, ostensibly to ensure stability in the

interests of a neighboring lot. The cumulative result is not only a bureaucratic cartoon, but one that can’t be

used.

In any contract, when a thing is required to be done, yet in the same contract, that thing is prohibited from being

done, this creates a situation which in legal parlance is called a ‘clog’. The result is that the intended prohibition

cannot be enforced. The protection the covenant purports to offer would not really exist.

Before making this covenant a factor in the Board’s making a decision re this application, a clear, written

determination should be sought from MoTI, asking if such a covenant would be tolerated on any MoTI

imposed access. If MoTi’s answer is yes, then the reason for the panhandle becomes farcical and there should

be no panhandle imposed at all. It would become simply a ridiculous burden on the owner. If their answer is

‘no’ then those whose interests the covenant purports to protect should be advised that their ‘protection’ is not

unequivocal i.e., it could probably be challenged.

Sincerely,

George Pratt
10741 Woodbay Heights Rd.,

Halfmoon Bay, BC.

1
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June 11,2012To: David Rafael, Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC.

From: George Pratt,
10741 Woodbay Heights Rd.,
Halfmoon Bay, BC.

In the matter of the Application to subdivide Lot 15. Backhouse Road. Halfmoon Bay
We have listened carefully to discussions to date concerning this application.While there have been other supplicants, it is apparent that the subject lot owners andtheir neighbors next door on lot 12, emerge as the primary pro and con factions.

These parties are clearly still divided. The Board is therefore faced with having tochampion one side or the other. The Board should not be inveigled into doing so. Weexpect the Board to be principled enough to recognize that it is not their place toadjudicate partisan contests. The Board should be seeking only to discern what shouldbe the fundamental issue here— what overarching merit the application mayhave that will benefit the SCRD at large. To date, no such benefit has beenmade apparent, either by the applicant or SCRD staff.

At this final hearing, the Board should invite any party, including staff, to articulatewhat community benefit they perceive in this application. If no compellingenhancement to community interests can be demonstrated, then the Board should denythe application in its present form.

In canvassing the aforementioned principals, it would seem that they really are not thatfar apart in their positions and indeed, the owners of Lot 12 have attempted to effect ameeting to resolve differences almost right up to this hearing date. The Board wouldnot be criticized if it directed the parties, along with staff, to try harder to come to anaccord, whence a reapplication might be heard without the partisan quality tainting theproceedings.

Sincerely,
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David Rafael

From: kevin k [koastalkev@gmail.com]Sent: June-11-12 11:04 PMTo: David Rafael
Subject: 5322 Backhouse Road Subdivision Application

SCRDJune 10, 2012 RECEIVED

JUN 122012Mr. David Rafael,
Senior Planner,

PLANNING DIVISIONSCRD

Re: OCP & Zoning Amendment Bylaw #‘s 325.20 & 3 10.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Rd, Halfmoon Bay, BC.

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing to you to express my thoughts regarding the subdivision and rezoning application that has beensubmitted for the above address. I am of the opinion that by proceeding with this application, all relevantparties will benefit greatly. I understand that the applicants, the Brown family, have received significant supportfor their proposal from the majority of their immediate neighbors, as well as numerous involved governmentagencies.

From what I have heard, legally, this subdivision application does not set any precedent, and includes a numberof well-placed restrictive covenants that guarantee the density of the immediate area will remain at the currentlevel that we all appreciate. From a common sense perspective, the Browns’ subdivision proposal makes sensein that it creates only a combined total of two lots, both of which will still be roughly four times larger thanmost of the surrounding properties. The context of the neighborhood will still remain such as was previouslyenvisioned, and the community as a whole will benefit from the opportunity presented in having a new piece ofwaterfront property being made available for investment. During these uncertain economic times, I think it isimportant to look at all viable and sustainable projects which are low impact and also beneficial in helping toincrease our community tax base. The Browns have worked very hard to ensure that their application meets allof the above criteria. They are a hard working and well-respected family who make an extremely positivecontribution to the fabric of this area. Their request is reasonable and should be accepted.
I understand that there is a very vocal minority consisting of a few individuals who seem adamant in theirsteadfast opposition to this proposal. I have read the letter they recently published in the local newspaper, andwhile I agree with their right to their opinion, I do not agree with the incendiary method they have chosen toutilise by misrepresenting numerous key facts in an effort to forward their case. Sadly, it would be ratherunfortunate to the community as a whole if the irrational wishes of a few vocal opponents of this proposal wereallowed to derail such a beneficial opportunity.

Hopefully, common sense will prevail.

Sincerely,

Kevin Karleen,
Halfmoon Bay.

1
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June 4, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

Re: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 + 31 0.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay, B.C.
Dear Mr. Rafael,

As a resident of Halfmoon Bay, I have followed with interest the process of theapplication of the Browns to subdivide their existing property. I have attendedmany of the meetings held regarding this application and commend the SCRDfor their thoroughness and diligence in the treatment of this application.
The immediate neighbors, who are opposed to this application have brought forthmany objections to this proposal. I believe that the Browns have made every effortto work towards a viable solution, unfortunately without success.
The Browns have met all of the requirements needed to have the bylaw amendmentspassed by the SCRD. The, statuary requirements have been met for BC Hydro, Ministry
of Health, Sechelt Indian Band, Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure. In addition,
the SCRD departments of Infrastructure and Financedo not have any concerns about the proposed subdivision.
Therefore, I am in full support of the Browns application to subdivide their property.

Sincerely,

Mr. Terry Karleen

9133 Hydaway Road
Halfmoon Bay.
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Don Steen and Courtney Knight
10387 Mercer Road

Halfmoon Bay, BC VON 1Y2
Mr. David Rafael

SCRD
Senior Planner, Sunshine Coast Regional District

RECEIVED
Administration Office

: JUN 0 it 2012
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC VON 3A1

PLANNING DIVISIONre: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 3t5.20 & 310.317 (Brownl

June 2, 2012
Dear Mr. Rafael,

We are writing to you in support of Ron and Lynne Brown’s application to sub-divide their property located
in Halfmoon Bay. We currently have a place in Secret Cove, which is how we originally met the Browns as
they were our neighbours.

In reviewing the Browns’ plans for the proposed property sub-division, we feel that they have not just met,
but exceeded any requirements outlined by all involved regulatory bodies, including BC Hydro, Ministry of
Health, Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure and the Sechelt Indian Band.
The proposed changes are consistent with current land use in the area. There will be no increse in population
density given that the current lot is zoned for two homes and the resulting two new lots will be zoned for
one.

Knowing firsthand how much Ron and Lynne Brown value both the natural beauty of the Sunshine Coast
and the importance of making a positive contribution to the local community, we are not all surprised to see
their application includes a number of significant covenants to guarantee the proposed sub-division remains
consistent with the current look and feel of the neighbourhood. They do not take for granted what an
exceptional location they have to call home and we are confident the sub-division proposal they have put
forward has been well researched and planned in everyone’s best interest, which is why we are in full
support.

If you have any questions or require further information, we would be happy to speak to you and can be
reached at 604-741-0614 or 604-439-7213.

Sincerely

Don Steen Courtney Knight
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David Rafael

From: Carolynn Beaty [carolynn.beaty@gmail.com] RECEIVED —Sent: June-12-12 1:38 PM
To: David Rafael JUN 132012Cc: Trisha Beaty
Subject: Subdivision of 5322 Backhouse Road letter from a community

DIVISION

June 12, 2012

David Rafael (apologies for my name error from an email sent earlier).

Re: Brown Subdivision Application for OCP & Bylaw 310 Rezoning: Bylaw Amendments 325.20 & Bylaw310/137

Dear SCRD Planning and Development Committee & Board:

I am writing as the daughter and granddaughter of the Fockler family who owns the property adjacent to thatin question along Backhouse Road (my address: 5323 Backhouse Road). I am writing to oppose the proposedamendments to the Official Community Plan and the above stated bylaws.

I am against the proposed changes because they will fundamentally alter the neighbourhood density but alsoset a precedent for future development in the area. In short, I am against introducing higher density lotdivisions in the Halfmoon Bay area.

As you are aware, the Sunshine Coast is both ecologically fragile but also a tightly knit community. Ourenclave in Backhouse Road is exactly this. I have loved this land my entire life. The open spaces and ability toexplore — in other words the spacious zoning - is important to me and my family and will be to my children inthe future. Please consider the value of space when deciding to re-zone this area.

Having perused the proposed lot plans by the Browns I fail to understand the logic behind changing the roador lane to be so circuitous. It seems to me that this is a far-fetched way around bylaws that seems to bend therules. Not only will such a large chunk of the Brown property become road, but we, as their closestneighbours, will lose privacy and view. This will devalue not only our land but theirs as well.

Some of my most cherished memories include weaving in and out of small pines along our property line,digging in the moss with my toy trucks, and shimmying up bushes and over rocks, with my imaginationrunning wild. Approving the building of a house essentially eliminates the chances of these events everyhappening again. The proposed land development is too dense, and changes the lot in a very significant way.

Perhaps most importantly for your consideration is the point that, by proposing to subdivide the Brownproperty not only is the Official Community Plan being contravened but all the thoughtful and purposefulwork put into that plan is being disregarded. I value space. The OCP was put together for the consideration ofthis and the future of development in the Sunshine Coast communities. Our immediate neighbours believethis as well. There is so much more to our neighbourhood than what developers, realtors, and subdividershighlight. Please consider the individual needs and wishes of those who care for the land around BackhouseRoad.

I.
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Thank you for your time and consideration for the future,

Kind regards,
Carolynn Beaty

2
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SCRD
RECEIVED

May30, 2012 JUN 012012

PLANNING DIVISION

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/ Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing this letter in support of Lynne and Ron Brown’s application tosub-divide their property at 5322 Backhouse Bay Road in Halfmoon Bay,BC.

Current zoning allows for two houses on the 4.3 acre property. Theproposed new sub-division will limit each of the two new lots to one houseper lot resulting in two lots that will be slightly over 2 acres each.Meanwhile, the existing adjacent waterfront and view lots on BackhouseRoad are substantially smaller and only range from .34 to .55 of an acre.
Furthermore, it is my understanding that the proposed sub-division isconsistent with current land use in the area and there are no concernsregarding water and septic systems. To that end, the Ministry of Healthhas approved the septic requirements for the proposed new lot and whenthe current Official Community Plan and Zoning By-Laws were enacted in1 991, they addressed concerns about potable water on properties. Nowthe Backhouse Road area is served with Municipal water ensuring thatpotable water is readily available.

Moreover, all other statutory requirements have been met. BC Hydro hasno concerns about its right-of-way on the property. The Sechelt IndianBand has surveyed the property and is satisfied that the property is not aculturally significant site. The Ministry of Transportation andInfrastructure has approved the sub-division and the easement for use ofthe existing driveway subject to the SCRD zoning being approved. Andlastly, the SCRD departments of infrastructure and finance do not haveany concerns about the proposed sub-division.
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In addition, according to SCRD staff, approval of this sub-division will not
set a precedent. In fact, the Browns have agreed to covenants that will
guarantee that each lot will have only one house on it resulting in no
increase in density. The new house will be set back 1 0 meters (instead of
the required 1 .5 meters) from the immediate neighbours at the
waterfront and there will be a 5-meter vegetative zone. Also, the
panhandle connecting the existing lot to Backhouse Road will not be
developed. Instead an easement will provide driveway access to the
existing house.

As such, it is my strong feeling that the Browns’ application to sub-divide
the Backhouse Bay Road property is perfectly reasonable and should be
approved.

Sincerely,

Joel O’Reilly

9235 Truman Rd.
Halfmoon Bay, BC VON 1 Y2
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SCRO
RECEIVED

JUN 01 2012
May30, 2012

PLANNING IVISI

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/ Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)
5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Haitmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing this letter to demonstrate my support of Lynne and RonBrown’s application to sub-divide their property at 5322 Backhouse BayRoad in Halfmoon Bay, BC.

Current zoning allows for two houses on the 4.3 acre property. Theproposed new sub-division will limit each of the two new lots to one houseper lot resulting in two lots that will be slightly over 2 acres each.Meanwhile, the existing adjacent waterfront and view lots on BackhouseRoad are substantially smaller and only range from .34 to .55 of an acre.
Furthermore, it is my understanding that the proposed sub-division isconsistent with current land use in the area and there are no concernsregarding water and septic systems. To that end, the Ministry of Healthhas approved the septic requirements for the proposed new lot and whenthe current Official Community Plan and Zoning By-Laws were enacted in1 991, they addressed concerns about potable water on properties. Nowthe Backhouse Road area is served with Municipal water ensuring thatpotable water is readily available.

Moreover, all other statutory requirements have been met. BC Hydro hasno concerns about its right-of-way on the property. The Sechelt IndianBand has surveyed the property and is satisfied that the property is not aculturally significant site. The Ministry of Transportation andInfrastructure has approved the sub-division and the easement for use ofthe existing driveway subject to the SCRD zoning being approved. Andlastly, the SCRD departments of infrastructure and finance do not haveany concerns about the proposed sub-division.
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In addition, according to SCRD staff, approval of this sub-division will not
set a precedent. In fact, the Browns have agreed to covenants that will
guarantee that each lot will have only one house on it resulting in no
increase in density. The new house wUI be set back 10 meters (instead of
the required 1 .5 meters) from the immediate neighbours at the
waterfront and there will be a 5-meter vegetative zone. Also, the
panhandle connecting the existing lot to Backhouse Road will not be
developed. Instead an easement will provide driveway access to the
existing house.

As such, it is my strong feeling that the Browns’ application to sub-divide
the Backhouse Bay Road property is perfectly reasonable and should be
approved.

Sincerely,

Denise

5385 Sans Souci Rd.
Secret Cove, BC VON 1 Y2
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JUN 012012

May3O,2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/ Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.1 37 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Haifmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing this letter in support of Lynne and Ron Brown’s application tosub-divide their property at 5322 Backhouse Bay Road in Halfmoon Bay,BC.

Current zoning allows for two houses on the 4.3 acre property. Theproposed new sub-division will limit each of the two new lots to one houseper lot resulting in two lots that will be slightly over 2 acres each.Meanwhile, the existing adjacent waterfront and view lots on BackhouseRoad are substantially smaller and only range from .34 to .55 of an acre.
Furthermore, it is my understanding that the proposed sub-division isconsistent with current land use in the area and there are no concernsregarding water and septic systems. To that end, the Ministry of Healthhas approved the septic requirements for the proposed new lot and whenthe current Official Community Plan and Zoning By-Laws were enacted in1991, they addressed concerns about potable water on properties. Nowthe Backhouse Road area is served with Municipal water ensuring thatpotable water is readily available.

Moreover, all other statutory requirements have been met. BC Hydro hasno concerns about its right-of-way on the property. The Secheft IndianBand has surveyed the property and is satisfied that the property is not aculturally significant site. The Ministry of Transportation andInfrastructure has approved the sub-division and the easement for use ofthe existing driveway subject to the SCRD zoning being approved. Andlastly, the SCRD departments of infrastructure and finance do not haveany concerns about the proposed sub-division.
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In addition, according to SCRD staff, approval of this sub-division will not
set a precedent. In fact, the Browns have agreed to covenants that will
guarantee that each lot will have only one house on it resulting in no
increase in density. The new house will be set back 10 meters (instead of
the required 1 .5 meters) from the immediate neighbours at the
waterfront and there will be a 5-meter vegetative zone. Also, the
panhandle connecting the existing lot to Backhouse Road will not be
developed. Instead an easement will provide driveway access to the
existing house.

As such, it is my strong feeling that the Browns’ application to sub-divide
the Backhouse Bay Road property is perfectly reasonable and should be
approved.

Sincerely,

Andre, Anna, Sasha & Coco-Renee Serin

7787 Lohn Rd.
Halfmoon Bay, BC VON 1 Yl /
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June 5, 2012 SCRD

RECEIVED

Dana Brynelsen II r 2012
5383SansSouci Road

JUI UJ

Halfmoon Bay, BC

VON 1Y2
PLANNING DIVISION

Mr. David Rafael

Senior Planner

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Re: OCP Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing to support the application by Ron and Lynn Brown to subdivide their property. I have

strong ties to this community and have lived and worked here and owned property here over many

years. My family has lived in this community for nearly 100 years.

The proposed sub-division is consistent with current land use in the area, and in fact each proposed lot

significantly exceeds the average lot size in that immediate area. There are no water and septic issues.

Density will not be increased, Hydro has right of way, Ministry of Health have approved the septic, the

Band have declared the lot to be not culturally significant and the SCRD departments of infrastructure

and finance do not have any concerns about the proposed sub-division.

Change is hard and I understand that the neighbors who are opposed to this subdivision do not want

change. But change is inevitable and it appears that the changes that are proposed with this sub

division are well within the district land use guidelines/regulations.

I cannot understand how a process that is compliant with regulations can take so long and require so

much time and effort from so many people including yourself andyour staff at what must be

considerable expense to the taxpayer. This is not an efficient use of either time or energy or money

when there are many other issues in this district that surely would benefit from your attention.

I hope that the meeting on June 13th, 2012 proceeds with efficiency and results in a decision that

supports this application. Thank you for considering this letter of support.

Yours sincerely

Dana Bryrielsen
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P NINGD SION

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC
Dear Mr. Rafael,

I live at 11579 Sunshine Coast Highway, Halfmoon Bay, BC.
I wish to re-iterate that I support the subdivision application by the Browns. This is a reasonable
application and should be approved.

Sincerely,

Gordon Politeski
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Peter and Lynne Bogardus SCRD

8756 Redrooffs Rd. RECEIVED

Halfinoon Bay, VON 1Y1 JUN 942012
604 885-2709

bogardus@dccnet.com PLANNING DIVISION

June 4,2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner

By e-mail to david.rafael(ã)scrd.ca

Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCPIZoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

In our letter of September 10,2011 we advised you that Lynne and Ron Brown are friends, that

we attended the public hearing in August of 2011 and that we have viewed the subject property

from both land and sea.

We understand the proposed subdivision is consistent with the current land use along Backhouse

Road and neither water nor septic treatment would be an issue. The proposed subdivision would

result in two lots at least 2 acres each in size, large compared to adjacent waterfront or view lots.

Notwithstanding, we also understand Lynne and Ron are prepared to agree to covenants that

would limit each property to one house, that any house on the vacant lot created by the

subdivision would be set back 10 meters from the waterfront and that the panhandle, forming

part of the vacant lot created by the subdivision and connecting to Backhouse, would not be

developed but an easement would be created to permit the vacant lot to use the existing road by

which Ron and Lynne presently access Backhouse Road.

In those circumstances and in consideration of what some might characterize as inappropriate

opposition of a very few, we are ofthe opinion that to preclude the proposed subdivision would

be to treat the subject property inconsistently with the properties from which the existing view

and waterfront properties along Backhouse Road were created.

We believe this application should succeed.

Sincerely,

/
;:/

-r’2
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RECEIVED
JUN 12012

Kathseva FentimanS CR.D. 8904 Armstrong Way
Halfmoon Bay, BC

VON 1Y2May 30, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC
VON 3A1

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC
Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing to offer my support of the Brown’s application to subdivide the abovementioned property.

Sincerely,

Kathseva Fentiman
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L7ri.

11269 Sunset Cove Road, Halfmoon Bay, B.C. Canada VON 1Y2

604-883-0079

May 27, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

This letter is to reiterate my support of the above-captioned amendment. The

Browns have figuratively “bent over backwards” to address every concern --

procedural, legal and whimsical — and there remains no logical reason why this

proposal should not be approved.

Sincerely,

L’ri.
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I RECEIVED

Michael R. Carson JUN 01 201211269 Sunset Cove Rd.
Halfmoon Bay, BC PLANNING DIVISIONVON1Y2

May 27, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

We have attended numerous public meetings, SCRD meetings, and mediateddiscussions on the subject of granting a zoning amendment to the Browns for thepurpose of subdividing a large piece off their property.
We are absolutely convinced this is a good plan for the lot and theneighbourhood.
The opposition to this proposal has consistently brought up their main concerns of“setting precedent” and allowing a “density not in keeping with the official communityplan”. The neighbour directly beside the Browns were given several opportunities togive input very early in the process and declined any meaningful discussion, simplystating they did not want. ANY subdivision.
Through the course of these public meetings, we have heard not only capriciousmisinformation from the opposition, but no new constructive input, and no newrelevant data.
All we’ve witnessed has been obstructing, no, literally highjacking what should havebeen a simple process for you, your staff, and our duly elected Directors. They havebeen bombarding you and Director Nohr, and likely all the other Directors and staff ofthe SCRD with letters and emails full of baseless arguments about precedent, when weall know perfectly well, each case is fought on it’s on merits. If precedent was key todeciding on this case, what about the fact that the proposed 2 lots to be created will stillbe several times larger than all the other waterfronts on Backhouse Road?They have brought up the QCP, which we all know is in a constant state of flux, havingbeen based on populations, growth patterns, and water utility availability, from over 2decades ago. Interesting to note of course, both of the Brown’s proposed new lots havebeen recently perc tested and proven to have the septic capacity to allow thissubdivision, whereas, the existing smaller lots such as the neighbours have not.David, surely the length of time this has gone on, and the constant repetition by theopposition must be wearing on all of us. I know it is reaching surreal proportions for me.It really is sad to a certain degree, that full time residents like the Browns must defend
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themselves against such baseless arguments. In fact, those that are behind fomenting
this unrest within the neighbourhood, are ironically not even full time residents, and will
not have to endure the discord they have caused. How much more of this whinging will
we tolerate, before the Browns can move ahead with this proposal?

Having watched all the players in meeting after meeting, I must close in saying I admire
your calm demeanor, your ability to answer the same question time after time, or to
explain the meaning of some technical or legal term over and over, without losing
patience or getting flustered. it is certainly to your credit to have remained neutral
despite the constant barrage from the opposition.
I know that you have many more proposals to oversee and this one seems to have
taken a disproportionate amount of time to come this far. Given that there is
community support, there are no statutory requirements outstanding, and the
Browns have already offered substantial covenants regarding density, set-backs,
and access, please recommend this be moved along.

Sincerely,

Michael R. Carson
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David Rafael

From: brucesid@uniserve.comSent: May-29-12 11:32AM

SCRD

To: David Rafael

RECEIVED

Subject: Brown Zoning Bylaw Amendment

JUN 12O12
Categories: Red Category

PLANNING DIVISION
BRUCE A. SMITH AND SIDNEY R. SMITH5418 DONLEY DRIVE
HALFMOON BAY, B.C.

V

VON 1Y2

May 29, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

Dear Mr. Rafael:
RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC.

We are writing in support of the above application -for Bylaw Amendment. We have reviewed a

summary of the process to date and are satisfied that the considerable concessions made by

Mr. and Mrs. Brown are sufficient to mitigate any negative aspects (if there are any) to the

amendment.

Considering their current right to build a second dwelling on their property and their
agreement to limit the new lot to the building of one house only, it seems only reasonable

for the Amendment to proceed.

We find it perplexing that with all of the cooperation the Brown’s have demonstrated, there

is still opposition to their request and no attempt by those opposed to find common ground.We are sure the SCRD will apply logic rather than emotion to this application and approve the

amendment.

Yours very truly,

Bruce and Sidney Smith

1
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REClvED

JUN l2012

9945 Wescan Road,

Halfmoon Bay, BC, VON 1Y2
L!LANNING DIVISION
-—

May 27, 2012

David Rafael,

Senior Planner,

SCRD Planning and Development Division,

1975 Field Road.

Sechelt, BC, VON 3A1

Re: proposed OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw affecting 5322 Backhouse Road, Halfmoon Bay

(property of Ron and Lynne Brown)

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I have been a full-time resident of Halfmoon Bay for three years, and have been summering on the coast

for 47 years. I am familiar with the property at 5322 Backhouse Road as I have a cabin nearby at 10387

Mercer Road, Halfmoon Bay. I am writing to reiterate my support for the proposal to divide the

property at 5322 Backhouse Road into two lots.

As my previous letter of Sept. 11, 2011 noted, the Backhouse Road area has many lots much smaller

than the two lots that would be created by the proposed division of 5322 Backhouse Road. The owners,

the Browns, have determined that a septic field exists on the proposed new lot, and have agreed to put

a covenant on the property limiting building to one three-bedroom dwelling. There is municipal water

on this road, and the road is certainly in good repair and able to bear the traffic of the additional one or

two cars that would likely be associated with one more home on the road. This minor addition to traffic

on Backhouse and Mercer Road, in my opinion, would be unnoticeable.

In addition, since my last letter I understand from the Browns that BC Hydro has no concerns about

its right-of-way on the property, the Sechelt Indian Band has surveyed the property and are

satisfied that the property is not a culturally significant site, and the Ministry of Transportation

and Infrastructure has approved the sub-division and the easement for use of the existing

driveway subject to the SCRD zoning being approved.

Therefore of course I am still in support of this proposed OCP/Zoning amendment.

Sincerely,

S.i. Blockberger, Ph.D.

sbIockbergerceastIink.ca (sent by email)
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RECEIVEDMay 30, 2012.

JUN 01 2012

PLANNING DIVISIONMr. David Rafael

Senior Planner

Sunshine Cost Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)
5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, B.C.

Dear Mr. Rafael,

After reviewing the information regarding Mr. and Mrs. Brown’s proposed subdivision of their land I amin full support for this proposal to go forward and be approved by the S.C.R.D. All of the statutoryrequirements have been met.

Property size, density, septic and water requirements have been satisfied and the majority of thesurrounding community support the Brown’s proposal.

In speaking with Mr. and Mrs. Brown I feel they have been more than accommodating to the immediate
neighbourhood residents and have planned, in a positive way, to limit any negative impact of theirproposed sub-division.

In summary, I fully support the approval of the proposed sub-division presented by the Browns.

Thank you.

Doreen Penn

6471 Sunshine Coast Hwy, Sechelt.
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May 26th 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfhoon Bay, BC
Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am a property owner at 10719 Sunshine Coast Highway.
This is my second letter expressing support for the above-noted subdivision application. I also
expressed my support at a Public Meeting held last November at Cooper’s Green.
The Browns have addressed the concerns of owners of neighbouring properties by agreeing to
include covenants which will ensure that a new house in built at least 10 meters from the
property line with Lot 12; additionally, the covenant will provide for a 5 meter vegetative zone
along the property line. Other covenants will ensure that the panhandle connecting the existing
lot to Backhouse Road will not be developed and that an easement will provide driveway access
to the existing house.

Please let me know if you have any questions about my support for this application.

Sincerely,

Keith Anderson
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May31, 2012

Mr. David Rafael

Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: 0CP/Zonng Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

Please accept this letter as support for the sub division application at 5322 Backhouse Rd.

As a resident and business owner in this area I support this application. This sub division will not

set a precedent and may not even be a factor in the near future as the current OCP is under

review. Septic and water needs have been met, access and approach has been approved and the

two resulting lots will dwarf any other lot sizes along that stretch of waterfront.

I believe the Browns have been very diligent in trying to make this process work. Great changes

and covenants were made to please a vocal few. They have shown more patience than I would

have been able to demonstrate as the journey of this application has seemed endless.

I have attended the open houses and public hearings and will continue to do so in support of the

Browns, their application and due process.

Sincerely,

Scott Rowland
Secret Cove Marina

604 885 3533
V

secretcove
Secret Cove Marina, P.O. Box 1118, Sechelt B.C. VON 3A0
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May 31, 2012

RECEIVED
JUN -82012
S.C.R.D.

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCPIZoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfinoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

Please accept this letter as support for the sub division application at 5322 Backhouse Rd.As a resident and business owner in this area I support this application. This sub division will not
set a precedent and may not even be a factor in the near future as the current OCP is underreview. Septic and water needs have been met, access and approach has been approved and the
two resulting lots will dwarf any other lot sizes along that stretch of waterfront.
I believe the Browns have been very diligent in trying to make this process work. Great changes

and covenants were made to please a vocal few. They have shown more patience than I wouldhave been able to demonstrate as the journey of this application has seemed endless.
I have attended the open houses and public hearings and will continue to do so in support of the

Browns, their application and due process.

Nicole Hagedorn
Secret Cove Marina
604 885 3533

secretcoveSecret Cove Marina, P.O. Box 1118, Sechelt B.C. VON 3A0

Sincerely,
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JUN 08 2012

441 Somerset Street PLANNING DIVISION

North Vancouver, B.C. V7N 1G4

June 8, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael

I am writing this letter in support of proposed sub-division of Ron and Lynne Brown’s

property located at 5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay.

Although not a full time resident of the Sunshine Coast, I have had recreational property

in Secret Cove for over 45 years. This property is located at 10387 Mercer Road, less than one

kilometer from the Brown’s. Over the past number of years, I have seen many changes to the

area, some good some not, but I can see no reason why adding another waterfront home in this

area of Backhouse Road should be of concern. As I understand it, this new home would sit on

more than two acres while the surrounding homes sit on much smaller lots, and the Brown’s

have committed to a number of covenants which will minimize the effects on the neighboring

properties.

Sincerely,

Tom Blockberger
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David Rafael

From: Blane Hagedorn [blane_Hagedorn @ dccnet.com]Sent: June-09-12 11:31 AMTo: David Rafa&Cc: Ron BrownSubject: ocp/ZOning AmendmentBylawNos.325.20÷31 0.137 {BROWN] 5322 back house road
Halfmoon Bay B.C.

I write to support the Browns application to subdivide,Since all statutory requirements have

been met,results in no additional density,The subdivision sets no precedent,and there are no

concerns with water and septic systems. Therefore there is no logical reason for this
application to be turned down... Yours truly Blane Hagedorn P.O box 281 Roberts Creek B.C

VON 2W0

SCRD
RECEIVED

JUN 1 1 2012

PLANNING DtVISION

1
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Vancouver, B.C1
V6R 3C3

June 12th , 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am a property owner on the Sunshine Coast and I work on the Coast regularly. I want to voice myapproval for this proposed subdivision and see no reason why it should be denied.
Please contact me directly if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Nicole Aube, Ph.D.
5430 Donley Drive
Sunshine Coast

Nicole

‘avid Rafael

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

nicole aube [nicoleaube@hotmail.com]June-12-12 6:31 AM
David Rafael
Zoning Amendment Bylaw

I RECEIVED IDr. Nicole Aubé 1 JUN 1 22012 1Registered Psychologist
1-3657 West j6th Avenue

1
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Prudential [ RECVEDSussex Realty

JUN 07 2012

1_PLANNING
DIVISiONJuriel,2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

Re: OCP Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 [Brown]5322 Backhouse Bay Road , Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

This Letter is a strong endorsement re the above application for a zoning amendment.Having been involved with the sale of subject property a few years ago I have intimateknowledge of all its characteristics and attributes.

As the current owners have met all the requirements and received no objections fromMinistry of Health, BC Hydro, Sechelt Indian Band, and Ministry of Highways it wouldseem only reasonable that this application to subdivide proceed to a successfulconclusion. Taking into consideration that the majority of properties are substantiallysmaller than what is proposed and the fact that that the applicants have made concessionsto the immediate neighbour by way of increased setback [ie; from 1 .5meters to 10 metersfrom waterfront] and also agreeing to a 5 meter vegetation zone, this application hasdemonstrated diligence, integrity and thouorghness. I fi.illy support Ron and LynnBrown in this application and commend them for their professional approach andpatience in this process.

David Oldham,

5561 Wharf Road, P.O. Box 979, Sechelt. BC VON 3A0 Tel (604) Sfi53295 Fax (604) 8855422 BC tell Free l88fi385-3295SOle comepunicoli,n is em intnd,d to cause or educe breech ,lan esmung aqency agreement.Art .ndependarrtiy owned ar’d epereted biplior member of The Pruderrtia Real Estate Ailliatu inc. A Sutreidery of The Prudential ln,urCuce Company of America, owner of the Iredenierho Used jndr ticeriso.
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Val Rutter
6511 Jasper Road

Sechelt
BC VON 3A8

6th June, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 3 10.137 (Brown)
5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing to express my support for the proposed subdivision shown above. The followingare points which I would like to draw attention to as being significant in this application:

1. The proposed sub-division is consistent with current land use in the area and there are noconcerns regarding water and septic systems.

2. Approval of this sub-division will NOT set a precedent, according to SCRD staff.

3. The Browns have agreed to covenants that will guarantee that:

• each lot will have only one house resulting in no increase in density
• the new house will be set back 10 meters (instead of the required 1.5 meters) from theimmediate neighbours at the water front; there will also be a 5 meter vegetative zone.• The panhandle connecting the existing lot to Backhouse Road will not be developed;an easement will provide driveway access to the existing house.

4. The proposed subdivision would result in two lots of over 2 acres each, while all otherview and waterfront lots on Backhouse are less than one-half acre.
In addition to this please also note that all statutory requirements have been met:

• BC Hydro has no concerns about its right-of-way on the property.
• Ministry of Health has approved the septic requirements for the proposed new lot• The Sechelt Indian Band has surveyed the property and are satisfied that the property isnot a culturally significant site.
• The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure has approved the sub-division andthe easement for use of the existing driveway subject to the SCRD zoning beingapproved.
• The SCRD departments of infrastructure and finance do not have any concerns about theproposed sub-division.
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• Water: When the current Official Community Plan and Zoning By-Laws were enacted in
1991 they addressed concerns about potable water on properties. Now the Backhouse
Road area is served with Municipal water ensuring that potable water is readily available.

• A majority of area residents support the sub-division application.

Sincerely,

Va! Rutter
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David Rafael

From: Alison Maxwell [gam bierm ushroom @ yahoo.ca]Sent: June-10-12 1:06 PMTo: David RafaelCc: lynneabrown @gmaiLcomSubject: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 and 310.137 (Brown) Letter of Support

June 10,2012
SORD

RECEIVED

JUN11 2012Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner

PLANNING DIVISION I

Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 3 10.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing to support the Ron and Lynne Brown’s application for the subdivision of their property inHalfmoon Bay. The Browns have consulted with the appropriate authorities and determined that the proposedsubdivision is consistent with current land use in the area, and that there are not concerns regarding water,septic, access and size of the proposed properties. They have agreed to covenants regarding density, setbackand access to the property.

Although there are some objections from one of their immediate neighbours, the Browns have a lot of localsupport for their proposed subdivision. They have been reassured by the SCRD that this sub-division will notset any negative precedents for the area, and have done work to eliminate a number of other possible concernsabout how this sub-division might affect future development.

I believe that the Browns have exercised due diligence and consideration in their proposal, and I would like toexpress my support for their application for the sub-division of their property.
Sincerely,

Alison Maxwell
536 Sargent Street
Gibsons, B.C.
VON 1VO

1
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SCRD
RECEIVED

JUN 112012

PLANNING DIVISION

June 8, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing to support the application of Ron and Lynne Brown for the subdivision of their

property as indicated above. I understand that the proposed subdivision is consistent with current

land use in the area, and that all statutory requirements have been met, including any possible

concerns about water or septic issues, hydro access, property size, or cultural significance of the

site.

The Browns have also agreed to extensive covenants regarding density, setback and access to the

property. They have gone to a great deal of effort to anticipate any potential concerns and ensure

that this development will not in any way negatively affect the future development of the area.

This is supported by information from the SCRD indicating that the sub-division will not set any

precedents.

With the exception of their immediate neighbours on one side, I am aware that the Browns have

a great deal of community support for their sub-division proposal. [would like to add my support

to their application to sub-divide their property.

Sincerely,

Theresa Huntly
536 Sargent Street

Gibsons, B.C.
VON 1VO
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Cohn Brown
RECEiVED 1 5663 Carrington RoadI Nanaimo BCJUN 122012 I V9T 6C3

radbrown33a@yahoo.caPLANNING DIVISION
250-802-5321

June 11,2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing this letter into Lynne and Ron Brown’s (the Browns) subdivision application set forPublic Meeting on June 13’ 2012. I had the pleasure of living at 5322 Backhouse Road for aperiod between 2009 and 2011 and believe that the Browns have followed everyrecommendation and met every requirement for a successful application.
As a student at Vancouver Island University, I am currently studying Urban Geography and haverecently come through a number of course dealing with Zoning and other Urban Planning issues.From my perspective, the Browns have done everything possible to accommodate the concernsput forth by those opposed to the application. They have gone beyond the required setbackguidelines as much as is reasonable given the space that is in question. These considerations,combined with the fact that those opposed currently own properties that do not meet OCPguidelines, should clear the way for a successful application. Those concerned should beinformed that according to the Local Government Act, an Official Community Plan is aguideline for local purpose and not a binding document on its own. The local government, inthis case the Sunshine Coast Regional Disthct, has the means to make decisions in the bestinterest of the community at a given time.

If you have any questions, please contact me using the contact information at the top of the page.

Sincerely,

Cohn Brown
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205-2202 Lambert Dr.
CQurtenay, B.C.

V9N 1Z8
June 11,2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine CoaSt Regional District

RE OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos 325 20 & 310 137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfinoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

Having known Ron and Lynne Brown as neighbours and friends in ?orth Vancouver for more

than twenty years, we consider them to be reasonable people who are very considerate of otbers

From the details we have seen of their application for the OCP/Zorung Amendment, it looks to

us that they are being very accommodating in the application with respect to their neighbours.

We can. appreciate that the neighbours who have opposed the proposal might not want changes,

but it seems that setting back the new house well beyond the minimum and providing a

vegetative barrier are generous concessions by the Browns. The neighbours, whom we

understand have a smaller lot, could choose to be appreciative of having had “the visual use” of

the currently empty portion of the Browns lot for many years, while the Browns have

presumably been paying taxes on this land.

It seems to us that the Browns have done signiflcaxit preparatory work in support of this

application. Unless there are yet further regulatory requirements that the Browns must meet, it is

our opinion that the District should approve this application.

Respectfully submitted,

Eric Alexandra, P.Eng.

SORD
RECEIVED

JUN 122012

PLANNING DIVISION_

Karen Alexandre
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David Rafael

Prom: lee & sue hawkins [superwoozle@yahoo.com]

Sent: June-10-12 8:22 AM

To: David Rafael

Subject: OCP/Zoning AmendmentNOS 325.20 and 31 0.137 (B SCRD
RECEIVED

Mr. David Rafael
JUN 112012

Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

PLANNING DIVISION

June 10, 2012

Re: OCP/Zoning Amendment NOS 325.20 and 3 10.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road

Halfmoon Bay, B.C.

We are writing in support of the application to subdivide the above property in Halfmoon

Bay. We have reviewed the information regarding this application and fully support it.

Our contact information is Lee and Susanne Hawkins, 1747 Chesterfield Aye, North

Vancouver,B.C. V7M 2N9. Tel 604 988-9983

Yours truly

Lee and Susanne Hawkins

1
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H. S. CHASE ARCHITECThc.4700 Mountain Highway, North Vancouver, B.C. V7K 2Z9, Canada tel: (604) 988-6458 fax:(604)988-6451

SCRD
June 6, 2012

RECEIVED

JUN 052012Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner

PLANNING DIVISION
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

We are architects familiar with the processes of subdivision and rezoning in southern BC. We
have an ongoing interest in protecting the Sunshine Coast from unsupportable development.We have followed the above project with interest and have noted that the proponent has carefully
followed all the necessary application procedures and have made considerable effort to meet the
concerns and questions asked of them.

Based on our familiarity with this application and the efforts made to fairly and equitably proceed
with their application, we wish to register our full support for this application.

Sincerely,

H.S.Chase MAIBC, OAA, B.Arch, MAH.S.CHASE ARCHITECT inc.
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Ms Esther Chase

#401 1745 Esquimalt Ave SCRD
RECEIVED

West Vancouver,

B.C. V7V 1R7
JUN 062012

June 7, 2012, PLANNING oVISION

Mr David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

Re OCP/Zomng Amendment Bylaw

Nos 325,20 et 310.137 (Brown)

5355 Backhouse Bay Rd,

Halfmoon Bay, B.C.

Dear Mr Rafael,
As a person who has the good fortune to frequently enjoy the beauty of this

particular part of the Sunshine Coast, I am writing to you to express my

wholehearted support for this subdivision.

My understanding is that it is consistent with the land use and there are no

water or septic concerns.

It has also been made clear that the approval of this subdivision will not set a

precedent.
All the relevant Ministries, including the local First Nations Band, have been

consulted and have expressed approval.

Moreover, the subdivision would result in 2 lots of more that 2 acres which

is actually significantly larger than the adjacent waterfront and view lots.

The Browns have signed covenants to ensure that each lot will have only one

house and there will be no increase in density. In addition, there is

agreement to substantial set-backs and vegetative zone.

This proposal would have only a positive outcome and I ask that you give it

your reasoned and full support.

Thank you for your consideration,

Yours Sincerely,

Esther Chase
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RECEIVED

JUN 072012June 6, 2012

PLANNING DIVISION
Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCPfZoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown)

Dear Mr. Rafael,

This letter is in support of the proposed subdivision affecting the lot located at 5322 Backhouse
Road in Halfmoon Bay brought forward by the current residents, Ron and Lynne Brown.In addition to a majority of neighboring residents’ approval of the proposed subdivision the
proposal has met all statutory requirements, including approval from the Ministry of Health, the
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, and BC Hydro.
The subdivision being proposed by the applicants would result in two lots each greater than two
acres in size. Neighboring lots on Backhouse Road are much smaller, including lots smaller
than half an acre. Furthermore, by strategically subdividing the existing property and agreeing to
limit the number of dwellings on the newly created lots, the Browns are supporting and
respecting the waterfront community’s capacity for human density and development to ensure
an enjoyable situation for all involved parties.
Given that the Brown’s application has met and passed all requirements and points of concern
and given that the opposition to this application stems from few individuals, we fully support the
proposed subdivision.

Sincerely,

Graham and Sandra Hughes
604.596.2428
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David Rafael

From: Friederike Schlaefer [fschlaefer@googlemail.com] soRD

Sent: June-07-12 11:21 AM
RECEIVED

To: David Rafael

Subject: sub-division of Lynne and Ron Brown’s property JUN 0720

PLANNING DIVISIO’

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I strongly support Lynne and Ron Brown’s application to sub-divide their property. I do not foresee

any possible objections since the proposed sub-division is consistent with the current land use in the

area, and there are no concerns regarding water and septic systems. Furthermore, the Browns have

agreed to several covenants regarding the positioning of the new house and development of the

surrounding property.

I am convinced that the Browns have made every necessary adjustment and that the sub-division

should be approved, because its approval, according to SCRD staff, will not set a precedent. Thank

you for considering the Browns’ application for the sub-division of their property.

Sincerely,

Friederike Schlaefer

1
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David Rafael

___________________

From: Lynn Bradley [Lynn.Bradley@canucks.com] RECEIVED

Sent: June-06-12 12:42 PM

To: David Rafael
JUN 06 2012

Subject: 5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay
PLANNING DIVISION

June 6, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 3 10.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Sir,
As the Browns have met or exceeded all requirements of the law and have been

supported by their friends and neighbours, I encourage you to grant their request to

subdivide their property on Backhouse Bay Road.

Sincerely,

Lynn Bradley

I.
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David Rafael

From: Gerrit [lostball@telus.net]Sent: June-06-12 1:07 PMTo: David RafaelSubject: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown)

SCRD
RECEIVED

JUN 06 2012
From: Gerrit
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 12:59 PM

PLANNING DIVISION
To: davidrafael©scrd.ca
Subject: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)
June 6th, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

Re: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I’m writing to show my support of the above mentioned re-zoning proposal. Having visited the property
located at 5322 Backhouse Bay Road, I’m aware that the proposed lot sizes of two acres are substantially
larger than the neighbouring half acre lots. I understand that Mr. and Mrs. Brown have met all the
requirements of the application and with that I offer my full support.
Sincerely,
Gerrit Ball

I.
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David Rafael

From: Chriss Achurch [chrissachurch@gmail.com)

Sent: June-06-12 1:05 PM

To: David Rafael

Subject: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown
SCRD

RECEIVED

June6, 2012 JUN 062012

Mr. David Rafael PLANNING DIVISION

Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

Re: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 3 10.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I’m writing to you today in support of Ron & Lynne Brown and the zoning application of their property, 5322

Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC. I am quite familiar with this property, having visited many times.

I’m aware that the surrounding lots are approximately half an acre each, substantially smaller than the two acre

lots the Browns propose. Additionally, I understand that all requirements of the application have been met, and

therefore, I offer my complete support of the re-zoning of the property.

Best regards,
Chriss Achurch

1
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JUN 112012
June 9, 2012

LANNING DIVISIONJ
Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC
Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing this letter to express my support of the above amendment. Ihave walked the above property and have a very clear understanding of theproposed land split.

As I understand it:
• there are no objections from any of the regulatory parties,• this land split would not be setting a precedent,• there would be no change to the existing property density (as currentzoning allows for two homes on the lot.)

I cannot understand why this has not been granted already. Thisamendment has my full support.

Best Regards,

Mona Harvey
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JUN 062012
PLANNING DIVISIONMay 06, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing in support of the above Zoning application.

As a frequent visitor to family on the Sunshine Coast, I am very aware of land-use concerns inthe area. I feel confident that this sub-division meets the guidelines set out by the RegionalDistrict and will not adversely affect the area. The resulting lots are large (2 acres) and thedetailed plans have been carefully designed with the community in mind.
I urge the Regional District to move forward with this application.

Sincerely,

Cathryn Aune
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JUN 06 2012

PLANNING DIVISION

June 6, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment ByLaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

As a frequent visitor to the Sunshine Coast and specifically to Halfmoon Bay, I am particularly

interested in the area maintaining its current character and quality.

From my reading of the information provided by the Browns to the Planning and Development

Committee, 1 am confident that they have met statutory requirements and have taken into

account the community’s concerns.

I feel that there are no legitimate reasons to block the proposed zoning amendment, and I am

fully supportive of the application made by the Browns.

Sincerely,

Lenard Langlois
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SCRD

RECEIVED
June 5, 2012

JL1 06 LU1Mr. David Rafael.
PLANNING DIVISION

Senior PLanner

-
-

Sunshine Coast Regional. District

RE: OCP/Zorting Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Road. Halfmoon Bay

Mr. Rafael.,

This letter is in support of the proposed OCP/Zoning Amendment ByLaw affecting the Lot
Located at 5322 Backhouse Road in Halfmoon Bay. I have been following this proposal. and the
related proceedings since it was brought forward by the Browns, and as such am confident in
my support of the subdivision of this property.
The Browns have made it clear that they intend to sell. what would become a vacant, new lot
white retaining ownership of the remaining lot containing their original. dwelling. The created
tots would each be greater than two acres. The Browns have also voLunteered and agreed to
covenants that will accord only one house per Lot, resuLting in no increase in density for the
current 4.3 acre property, as they understand and appreciate the need for density controL in
the heaviLy forested, waterfront community. Further, the applicants have agreed to the
covenant of setting a new dwelling back 10 meters from the immediate neighbors at the
water front, in addition to a 5 meter vegetative zone. This is despite the much smaller
requirement of 1.5 meters.

Perhaps most importantly, however, is that the Brown’s application supports the Halfmoon Bay
OCP objective of encouraging subdivision layout and dwelling design as to take advantage of
scenic views. The proposed subdivision would give each lot a waterfront property and ocean
view. In Limiting the number of dwellings the new property may house, the Browns are not
only taking into consideration the terrain and service restraints and requirements of the area
but also the factor of human and dwelling density. The covenants volunteered by the Browns
stilt foster the values of Coast living, that is to say Limits dwellings and avoids obstructing
scenic views or posing the threat of noise pollution arising from many inhabitants.On the whole, the Sunshine Coast is not a gated community. The cabins, bed and breakfasts,
and resorts reguLarly welcome visitors from all over the world, sharing with them its beauty.
The vast majority of residents in the area support the subdivision of this property. Those
against the proposed zoning amendment are not acting in the spirit of global. stewardship and
the welcoming of families to the Coast; instead, it appears their refusal towards discussion
and consideration of the proposal. is based in an emotional reaction, a selfish preservation of
the status quo.

From a poLicy standpoint, the Brown’s application poses no concerns. The applicants have
proven themselves as community focused and their proposed subdivision is a further example
of this. It is for these reasons that I fully support their application for zoning amendment.Respectfully,

Alex Hughes

McGill University Simon Fraser University I Sciences Po ParisLaw (BCL/LLB) I Political Science French Canadian Studiesatex.etisabet@Qmait.com I +001.604.341.9603
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Jun 11,2012

Mr. David Rafael
SCRDSenior Planner

RECEIVEDSunshine Coast Regional District
JUN 112012RE: QCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

PLANNING DI
5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC VISiON

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing in support for Ron and Lynne Brown regarding their proposed subdivision which is consistent with
the current land use in the area, with no concerns regarding water and septic systems.
The proposed subdivision will not change density at all. Current zoning allows for two houses on the current
4.3 acre property. The division would result in two lots of over two (2) acres each, while all other view and
waterfront lots on Bacichouse Road are less than one-half acre. Each lot will have only one house resulting in
no increase in density.

I understand that the concerns about potable water on properties was addressed in 1991 when the current
Official Community Plan and Zoning By-Laws were enacted and the Backhouse Road area is now served with
Municipal water ensuring that potable water is readily available.
The new house is to be set back 10 meters from the immediate neighbours at the water front and there will also
be a five (5) meter vegetative zone. The panhandle connecting the existing lot to Backhouse Road will not be
developed. An easement will provide driveway access to the existing house.
According to the SCRD staff, the approval of this sub-division will NOT set a precedent.
As BC Hydro has no concerns about the right-of-way on the property, the Ministry of Health has approved the
septic requirements of the proposed new lot, the Sechelt Indian Band has surveyed the property and are satisfied
that the property is not a culturally significant site, the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure has
approved the sub-division and the easement for use of the existing driveway and the SCRD departments of
infrastructure and finance do not have any concerns about the proposed sub-division, I see no reason why this
Zoning Amendment should not be granted. Further, with the majority of area residents in support of the sub
division application, this development should be allowed to proceed.

Sincerely,

ElizaBeth Bown
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David Rafael

From: Lyne [lybell55@yahoo.com]

Sent: June-il -12 6:32 AM

To: David Rafael

Subject: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown) 5322 Backhouse Bay

Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael, Senior Planner:

This email is IN SUPPORT for Ron & Lynne Brown’s application to sub-divide their property.

The proposed sub-division meets all statutory requirements.

The property size is larger than most lots on Backhouse Bay Rd. and potable water is not an issue as this area is

now served with Municipal water.

There is no evident reason not to support this sub-division for 2 new lots.

Thank you for your consideration. Lyne Bellavance

SCRD
RECEIVED

JUN 11 2012

PLANNING DIVISION

1
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David Rafael

From: Lyne Way-White [tww45@ontera.net]Sent: June-11-12 6:01 AMTo: David RafaelCc: Ron Brown
Subject: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown) 5322 Backhouse BayRoad, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael, Senior Planner, Sunshine Coast Regional District:

I am writing this email in support for Ron & Lynne Brown’s application to sub-divide their property 5322Backhouse Bay Rd in Halfmoon Bay, BC.

The proposed sub-division is consistent with current land use and The Brown’s have agreed to covenants thatwill guarantee the ongoing high standard of living in this area.

Please grant the Brown’s their proposed sub-division.
SCRD

RECEIVED
Terry Way-White

JUN 112012

PLANNING DIVISION

1
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RECEIVED

JUN 112012

PLANNING DIVISION

June 8, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am a property owner at 10387 Mercer Road in Halfmoon Bay. I want to voice my approval for

this proposed subdivision and see no reason why it should be denied.

Please contact me directly if you have any questions about my unqualified support for the

Brown’s application for subdivision.

Sincerely,

Ms. Barbara Dickson
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June 10, 2012
JUN 112012

PLANNING
DIVISION

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
SunshineCoast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310. 137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

lam writing this letter to express my support of the above amendment. I have visited thisproperty many times and I am fully familiar with the subdivision proposal and (cannotunderstand why it should not go ahead and I, therefore, give it my full support. The Brownshave been incredibly reasonable with their proposals, not to mention that both of the lots theyare proposing are substantially larger than any other lot on the Backhouse Road waterfront.
Best regards,

Alanna Harvey
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SCRD
RECEIVED

JUN 112012

PLANNING DIVISION

June 10th, 2012

Mr. David Rafael

Senior Planner

Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

This letter is composed in support of Lynne and Ron Brown’s efforts to subdivide their property found at

the above indicated site in the SCRD.

By engaging the various stakeholders and potentially concerned parties from the very onset of their

application (an endeavor that I am well aware had not initially figured into their plans when they first

bought their home on the Sunshine Coast), I believe the Browns have met or exceeded reasonable

expectations of them as local tax-payers, residents, active and involved citizens, and neighbors. Being

familiar with the lengths they have gone to in order to advance said application/amendment, and with

the physical layout of the property in question, I wholeheartedly support and endorse them in their

efforts, and am hopeful the SCRD is receptive and accommodating to their anticipated end result, too.

Thanks for your assistance in helping facilitate/govern this process, whatever the outcome.

Sincerely,

Tyler Austin Bradley
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David Rafael

From: Geri Lawlor [gerilawlor@gmail.com]
CR0

Sent: June-11-12 2:32 PM
rzL.IVED

To: David Rafael

2012
Subject: Propsed sub - division, Backhouse Road

PLANNING DIVISION
Please accept this as notification of our support for the sub-division as proposed by Ron añd.i5nne i3rowii. We
are familiar with this property on Backhouse Road. We understand that the 2 parcels will be in excess of 2
acres each, that the property is on the municipal water system and therefore potable water would not be an issue
and that the proposed septic system meets the municipal requirements and has been approved. The Browns
have agreed to covenants regarding setbacks. The current zoning allows for 2 homes on this property therefore
density will not be affected. Given the above data we can see no reason why this proposal should not move
forward.

Best wishes,

Geri S. Lawlor
Stan D. Lawlor

Please note my new email address, please update your contacts list: gerilawlor@gmail.com

1
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David Rafael

From: Hal Brown [hbrown2@cogeco.ca]

Sent: June-11-12 7:54 PM

To: David Rafael

Subject: Backhouse Bay Road proposal
SCRD

I RECEIVED

June11, 2012 1
I JUN122012

Mr. David Rafael LPLANIINIVISION

Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 3 10.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I have known Ron and Lynne Brown for several years. There proposal will not add to the density of the area.

The new house is going to be placed back ten meters instead of the standard 1.5 meters from the immediate

neighbours property at the water front. It is my understanding that there will be an easement to provide

driveway access to the existing house. The proposed subdivision would result in two lots of over 2 acres each.

Existing water front lots are less than a half acre. Also, there is now no issue with potable water or septic

systems.
I strongly recommend that you accept the proposal as it is laid out. The area stands only to benefit from the

new sub-division that is supported by a good majority of the area residents.

Sincerely,

Hal Brown

1
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RECEIVED I
JUN 12 2012

LENNINGDINJune 11,2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zonng Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

This letter is in support of the proposal by Ron and Lynne Brown for amendment to the zoningbylaw allowing them to subdivide their property. The Brown’s have acted in accordance of allrequirements and have received all of the necessary approvals from required agencies. Thisproposal has been prepared with the utmost respect for all neighbours’ and property owners.
We feel that the Brown’s proposal has will in no way infringe on the neighouring propertiesenjoyment of the natural surroundings.

Sincerely
Linda and Michael Fairhart

Sincerely,

xxx
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David Rafael

From: jburkemother@ sympatico.ca
SCRD

Sent: June-05-12 2:24 PM
RECEIVED

To: David RafaelSubject: Re: Browns request to Sub-dMde JUN 05
PLANNING DIVISION

I do not have any reservations concerning the sub-dividing of the property adjacent to the Irowns home. L oe ieve that
if BC Hydro, Ministry of Health, The Sechelt Indian Band, The Ministry of Transportation and Infastructure and the SCRD
do not have any concerns then it should be a go.
The Browns have agreed to some covenants that will guarantee proper handling of the properties. The sizes of the two
lots are larger than the existing homes have and therefore not change much in the density of the sub-division.The area now being served with municipal water ensure that potable water is readily available.I think that it would just go to enhance the sub-division and have no problems with this to go ahead.

1
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David Rafael

From: Marijn Simon Eterman [vancouvercomputershrink@gmall.com]
Sent: June-05-12 3:29 PMTo: David RafaelCc: Ron BrownSubject: RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown)

May 5, 2012

___________________

I SCROI RECEIVED
Mr. David Rafael

ISenior Planner
j JUN 05 2012Sunshine Coast Regional District
I

VL’LANNING DiVISION
RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 3 10.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC
Dear Mr. Rafael,

A short while ago I had a look at the property under discussion in this proposed bylaw
amendment. It struck me that this property would be ideal for subdivision, and that
there should be no argument about density change or anything else, since I understand
that the building of two homes is already allowed under the current bylaws. I have the
impression that nothing would change and that the only real difference would be that
the two homes would have two separate owners.
This is a beautiful spot, and I think there would be no significant effect of the building of
one additional home on this particular street. With a property of that size it seems
entirely reasonable that a subdivision makes total sense. It appears that all
stakeholders are in agreement over that, with exception of one neighbour who appears
to want to put unreasonable restrictions on the approval process with respect to the
erection of a new building on the site.

I suggest that it makes sense to share this beautiful corner of the world with as many
people as can reasonably be accommodated, and I totally support the proposed bylaw
amendment to facilitate that philosophy.

V

Sincerely,

Marijn Simon Eterman

1
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David Rafael

From: Bill Harvey [bharveyvictoria@gmail.com]
Sent: June-05-12 7:29 PM
To: David Rafael
Subject: OCP)Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

June 5, 2012

SCRD
Mr. David Rafael RECEIVED

JUN05 2012Senior Planner

PLANNING DIVISIONSunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 3 10.137 (Brown)

5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am very familiar with the property that is under consideration for subdivision.

The property is very secluded and it is no surprise that BC Hydro, the Ministry of Health, the Sechelt IndianBand, the Ministry of Transportation and the SCRD departments of infrastructure and finance are all satisfiedthat the sub division is a reasonable action to take.

I am in favour of allowing the sub division to proceed!

Sincerely,

J.W. (Bill) Harvey

1
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David Rafael

From: Maureen Nyhuis [maureen@zihuachristian.org]

Sent: June-03-12 1:54 PM

To: David Rafael

Subject: subdivision

•
SCRD

Categories: Red Category
RECEIVED

•
JUN042012

•
PLANNING DIVISION

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am writing this letter in support of the requested “subdivision” by Lynne & Ron Brown on

Backhouse Road in your regional district. The property in question has a guest house already

being used to generate income but more importantly being used to showcase what a beautiful area

the Sunshine Coast really is. Because of their fabulous website with incredible piätures this small

business attracts many tourists to the area adding to the local economy at restaurants, souvenir

shops etc. The Simshine Coast is one of B.C.’s most beautiful areas and should be shared with

tourists from all over the world to enjoy as well as locals. Just an opinion from someone who loves

to come to Halfmoon Bay to enjoy it’s beauty.

Sincerely,
Maureen Nyhuis

1
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SCRD
RECEIVED May 29,20 12

JUN g,1 2012

Mr. David Rafael

Senior Planner
PLANNING DIVISION

Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)

Dear Mr Rafael

We are writing this letter as friends and colleagues of Ron and Lynn Brown.

We have had many occasions to visit The Browns’ in their home, and enjoy the lovely

views and tranquility that their property affords. We understand, and support, the

decision that the Browns’ have made to subdivide their property so that others may share

this unique property.

We can see no reason to deny the subdivision of this property since all of the criteria for

doing so have been met.

• The proposed subdivision is consistent with current land use in the area and there

are no concerns regarding water and septic systems.

• BC Hydro has no concerns about its right-of way on the property

• Ministry of Health has approved the septic requirements for the proposed new lot

• The Sechelt Indian Band has surveyed the property and are satisfied that the

property is not a culturally significant site

• The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure has approved the sub-division

and the easement for use for the existing driveway subject to the SCRD zoning

being approved

• The proposed sub-division will not change density at all

• Water will not be an issue for the subdivision since Backhouse Road is served

with Municipal water

Sincerely,
Jean and Dick Billingsley

www.secheltinletbandb.com
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RECEIVED

JUN 012012

PLANNING DIVISION
May29,2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown)5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,
Willis Horst and Adele Anderson, 10605 Sunshine Coast highway, Halfmoon Bay BC VON1Y2Approve of the above noted zoning amendment.
1. The proposed sub-division is consistent with current land use in the area and there are noconcerns regarding water and septic systems.

2. Approval of this sub-division will NOT set a precedent, according to SCRD staff.

3. The Browns have agreed to covenants that will guarantee that:

• Each lot will have only one house resulting in no increase in density• the new house will be set back 10 meters (instead of the required 1.5 meters) from theimmediate neighbors at the water front; there will also be a 5 meter vegetative zone.• The panhandle connecting the existing lot to Backhouse Road will not be developed; aneasement will provide driveway access to the existing house.

4. The proposed subdivision would result in two lots of over 2 acres each, while all otherview and waterfront lots on Backhouse are less than one-half acre.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
All statutory requirements have been met:
• BC Hydro has no concerns about its right-of-way on the property• Ministry of Health has approved the septic requirements for the proposed new lot• The Sechelt Indian Band has surveyed the property and are satisfied that the property isnot a culturally significant site
• The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure has approved the sub-division and theeasement for use of the existing driveway subject to the SCRD zoning being approved• The SCRD departments of infrastructure and finance do not have any concerns about theproposed sub-division
Property Size:
• The sub-division will result in 2 lots that will both be slightly over 2 acres in size.• The adjacent waterfront and view lots on Backhouse Road are substantially smaller,ranging from .34 of an acre to .55 of an acre.
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Density:
• The proposed sub-division will not change density at all. Current zoning allows for 2

houses on the current 4.3 acre property.
• The new sub-division will limit each of the 2 new lots to one house per lot.

Water:
• When the current Official Community Plan and Zoning By-Laws were enacted in 1991

they addressed concerns about potable water on properties. Now the Backhouse Road area is

served with Municipal water ensuring that potable water is readily available.

Community Support:
• A majority of area residents support the sub-division application.

Sincerely,

Adele Anderson
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JUN 13 2012

PLANNING DIVISION

June 12, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner. Sunshine Coast Regional District

OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 31 0.137 (Brown)
5322 Backhouse Road. Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael:

I have on many occasions visited the Brown’s property at 5322 Backhouse Road. It is a truly beautifularea of the Sunshine Coast that needs to be developed in a responsible and sustainable manner.
I believe that the proposed subdivision of the Brown’s property is in keeping with a responsible andsustainable approach to increase the density of the area with very little disruption to the neighbors andwithout harming its natural beauty.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Hardisty
chardisty@shaw.ca
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June 13, 2012

Mr. David Rafael
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District

RE: OCP/Zonng Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)
5322 Backhouse Bay Road, Halfmoon Bay, BC

Dear Mr. Rafael,

I am sending this letter in support of Lynne & Ron Brown’s application to sub divide their
property. It appears to me they have done due diligence to ensure their plans meet the necessary
requirements to satisfy all parties involved.
With regard to my relationship with Lynne & Ron I have found them to be nothing less than
honest and caring people.

Thanks in advance for your consideration.

Sincerely

Joanne Fairley
5442 Donley Dr.
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David Rafael

From: geonellie [geoneflie@dccnet.com]
Sent: June-09-12 10:20 AM
To: David Rafael

SCRD
—

Subject: Re: Wording of covenant
RECEIVED

JUN 1 12012

PLANNING DIVISIONOn 06/06/12, Eleanor and George Lenz <geonehie@clccnet.com> wrote:

Mr. David Rafael,
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District
Field Road
Sechelt, BC.

June 1, 2012

Dear David:

Please see our comments, proposed Covenant for existing panhandle and preferred panhandle/road access.

Regarding Brown Subdivision Proposed Panhandle - Bylaws Nos. 325.20/3 10.13.

Local Services Act

SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS

[includes amendments up to B.C. Reg. 4/2010, January 14, 2010]

Stage 2: Application

The applicant submits the following to the District Transportation Office. Be as thorough

1
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as possible, since Ministry staff will return applications with required items missing. We

strongly suggest that the applicant submit all the other items as well; any missing

information delays processing.

Required items bclud

o All steep banks or slopes exceeding 2 mhigh and all slopes of 25% or

greater, within or adjacent to the proposal area

The Brown subdivision plan does not appear to show elevations or slopes.

Characteristics not approvable

4.04 Without limiting the generality of section 4.01, approval of any subdivision may be refused if it

(a) contains

(i) land which is subject to erosion, or

2
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(ii) a parcel which is divided by land subject to erosion into areas not suited to the use to which it is intended,

(b) contains land which

(i) may slip when developed, used or occupied,

(ii) when developed, used or occupied may cause land on an adjacent parcel to slip, or

(iii) may he inundated by a land slip if land above on another parcel slips,

(c) contains land which is subject to flooding so as to render it unsuitable for the use to which it is intended, or

(d) contains land which because of inadequate drainage is not suitable for the use to which it is intended.

Covenant

4.05 Notwithstanding the requirements of section 4.04, the subdivision of land which is subject to any of the

conditions described in section 4.04 may he approved, provided that the owner agrees in writing

to registering a condition or covenant pursuant to section 219 of the Lwia’ Title Act

Lenz et al: We are the adjacent property owners to the proposed panhandle.

In light of the above concerns and should the Brown’s proposal proceed, we request that the covenant which is

to be placed on the panhandle with the Sunshine Coast Regional District, Lynne and Ron Brown, Eleanor and

George Lenz, Lee Smith and Richard McGowan, as signatories, include the following statement:

“No land alteration, destruction of vegetation, or removal of trees except for

hazardous trees as agreed by the Regional District within the panhandle

area, including no construction of panhandle road access to proposed lot B

from Backkhouse Road, as well as an 12 foot buffer width to the adjacent

properties, and that in the future should there become a need for access via

the panhandle, that these restrictions would be reviewed by all signatories

to come to a suitable resolution. This covenant to be held in perpetuity and

3
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running with the land.”

Our preference is the solutions that Mr. Moore suggested of an 8.0 m lane along the existing driveway. As wehave been told this would create a hooked parcel, we would only support this proposal if there was a no buildcovenant on the upper portion of the property.

Sincerely yours,

Eleanor Lenz

5334 Backhouse Rd.,

George Lenz Halfmoon Bay, BC VON 1Y2

Richard McGowan

5418 Backhouse Rd.,

Lee Smith Halfmoon Bay, BC VON 1Y2
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David Rafael

From: Moore, Jeffrey TRAN:EX [Jeffrey.Moore@gov.bc.ca]
Sent: June-12-12 4:22 PM
To: David Rafael
Cc: Fagervik, Kirsten TRAN:EX
Subject: FW: wording of covenant

Further to your e-mail earlier today, I have no objections to the revised wording as proposed below. Should the
panhandle be needed for access in the future, the owner would need to design a driveway with the restrictions in mind
and work with parties in the covenant to reach an amicable solution which seems to be what everyone is working to
achieve. Hopefully, the panhandle will never be needed and access will continue in the current location.

If you need anything else, please let me know.

Jeffrey Moore, AScT JUN 132012
PLA N

NINcLj

Address: #200 1065 Columbia Street, New Westminster, BC V3M 6H7
Telephone: (604) 660-8304
Facsimile: (604) 660-8371

From: Ron Brown [mailto:ronbrown604gmail.comJ
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 4:11 PM
To: Eleanor and George Lenz
Cc: a.l.smithdccnet.com Smith; David Rafael; Moore, Jeffrey TRAN:EX
Subject: Re: wording of covenant

Hello everyone,

After a telephone conversation with Eleanor, Lynne and I confirm that we agree to this wording for the
panhandle covenant.

Eleanor has assured me that this wording now satisfies everyone’s concerns with respect to the panhandle
covenant and that previous objections will removed from the record.
Thanks to everyone in getting to this agreement.

Regards,

Lynne and Ron

On Tue, Jun 12, 2012 at 4:07 PM, Eleanor and George Lenz <geonellie@clccnet.com> wrote:
Dear Lynne and Ron:

Below is the wording of the covenant you have agreed to put on the panhandle driveway access as agreed.

Sincerely yours,

Eleanor and George Lenz
Andrea Lee Smith and Richard McGowan
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“No land alteration, destruction of vegetation, or removal of trees except for
hazardous trees as agreed by the Regional District within the panhandle
area, including no construction of panhandle driveway access to proposed
lot B from Backhouse Road, as well as a 20 foot buffer width to the adjacent
properties, andthat in the future should there become a need for access via
the panhandle, that these restrictions would be reviewed by all signatories
to come to a suitable resolution. This covenant to be held in perpetuity and
running with the land.”

Ron Brown
Casa di Mare Oceanfront Guest House
www.casadimarcguesthouse.com
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